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New museum
and music
facilities are
among recent
developments
that have
solidified
Rollins’ role as
a booming
center for the
arts in Central
Florida.
Florida

St. George and the Dragon
by Alexander Boguslawski,
professor of modern languages
and literatures. “This painting
is my reinterpretation of the
story of St. George, in which
the saint does not have to
fight the dragon because the
princess does not need saving.
She is sitting safe and sound,
playing her recorder.”
See story p. 8.
To view other Boguslawski
paintings, visit:
www.rollins.edu/Foreign_Lang
/Painting/alexart.html
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CAMPUS NEWS

A GIFT OF INTERNATIONAL PROPORTIONS

FACULTY

feats

LUCK O’ THE IRISH — Last summer, Professor of Psychology
Maria Ruiz made her third trip to the National University of Ireland
(NUI), Maynooth to work with her
research collaborator, psychology
professor Bryan Roche, on their
study of language and the role of verbal histories in cognitive processes.
The purpose of her research is to
develop an assessment tool that taps
into the language patterns of individuals who have been convicted of
buying child pornography on the
Internet and convicted pedophiles
who are currently serving time for
Maria Ruiz
crimes against children.
BUSINESS SENSE—Crummer School professor of marketing and
strategy Greg W. Marshall was inducted as a Fellow of the Society for
Marketing Advances (SMA) at their annual conference in San Antonio
in November. Marshall was recognized for his outstanding record of
scholarly achievement in the field of marketing and demonstration of
a long-term commitment and extraordinary contribution to SMA and to
the marketing discipline as a whole. Crummer professor of international business James P. Johnson was ranked No. 57 in a global list
of the most prolific researchers in international business in the past 10
years compiled by the Center for International Business Education and
Research (CIBER) at Michigan State University.
COVER GIRL—Associate Professor of Art
History Susan Libby was featured on the cover of
the September 22 edition of the Eclaireur, published in Montargis, France. Libby, who was
attending an event at the Musée Girodet held in
conjunction with an exhibition of the work of the
Neoclassical painter Girodet at the Musée du
Louvre in Paris, wrote an essay for the exhibition
catalog, which will be published in English early
next year by Editions du Musée du Louvre.

Susan Libby

NOTABLE quote
“We don’t have a snob factor. We want the best of
any musical genre, because it’s all music. I believe
if Bach had been born today, he’d be a jazz player.”
—John Sinclair
John M. Tiedtke Professor of Music
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Parent gives $12 million to
help internationalize Rollins
A $12-MILLION GIFT from
Thomas J. Petters, parent of
Rollins senior Jennifer
Petters and CEO and
chairman of Petters Group
Worldwide, promises to
enrich and expand the
College’s international
programs.
The gift will provide
endowment for two new
Tom Petters
faculty chairs in international business or international relations, one for a distinguished visiting professor; support for Rollins faculty and students to conduct scholarship, practica, and internships
abroad; and enhancement of physical facilities for international
studies, particularly technology to allow real-time interaction
with faculty and students in other countries.
“International business is extremely important. In a sense,
our young people need an opportunity to learn and exchange
cultures and visions,” Tom Petters said. “This will afford
many students and faculty the opportunity to actually
experience international business beyond the outstanding
program which exists today.”
“This gift is a perfect match of the College’s mission of
educating for global citizenship and responsible leadership
with Tom Petters’ priorities of academic integrity, internationalization, capitalism, entrepreneurial spirit, and lifelong
learning,” said Rollins President Lewis M. Duncan.
The College is also working with Petters Group Worldwide
and three other higher-education institutions to develop a
Living and Learning Center in Shanghai. The proposed
residential center would create an educational facility in the
Chinese city to serve U.S. college students and faculty, U.S.
corporate employees, and the Chinese business and academic
communities.
“This will be an extraordinary opportunity for our
students and faculty to study in the world’s most dynamic
emerging economy,” President Duncan said.
Petters Group Worldwide is a recognized leader in creating,
developing, and investing in companies that manufacture,
procure, and market merchandising solutions for key growth
markets. Petters’ core portfolio includes a growing list of
retail and wholesale companies, including Polaroid,
uBid.com, and Fingerhut Direct Marketing, operating
throughout the world.
—Jeni Flynn Hatter

BY the numbers

PHOTOS BY KASSI BERNARD

Rollins masterpiece for a deserving family
FOURTEEN MONTHS,
3,300 man hours, 620
Rollins volunteers, one
new home… priceless!
The Rollins tradition of giving back
to the community
continued with the
dedication of the
eighth Rollins Habitat
for Humanity home
Ephraim and Shawn Clarke
in November.
“It is wonderful to see Rollins’ guiding principle of community and
mission to educate students for global citizenship alive in the students
of today,” said Rollins
President Emeritus and
Professor of English
Thaddeus Seymour
’82HAL ’90H, who
serves as chairman for
Habitat for Humanity
o f W i n t e r Pa r k Maitland. Seymour,
along with vice-chairman Hal George ’76,
joined more than 50
members of the Rollins
community and several local Habitat families for
the formal dedication ceremony and traditional
hammer and Bible presentation to the new
homeowners, Shawn and Ephraim Clarke.

The home, which took 14 months to
complete, broke ground in August 2004
and was part of a College-wide effort
involving students from Arts & Sciences,
the Crummer Graduate School of Business,
and the Hamilton Holt School, as well as
alumni, faculty, and staff.
Among the volunteers was Assistant
Professor of Music Gloria Cook’s Rollins
College Conference class of first-year students and her 16-year-old son, Daniel, who
was so inspired after meeting the family
early in the project that he took on the task
of landscaping the
home. A sophomore
at Lake Highland
Preparatory School in
Orlando, Daniel led
the landscaping project, from soliciting
donations of trees,
shrubs, and flowers to
completing the actual
on-site work and
earning his Eagle
Scout badge.
As Rollins’ eighth
Habitat home was
completed, ground
was being broken on
number nine, carrying on this decade-long
tradition that will welcome home another
deserving family in late 2006.
—Jed Dunstan

LINDA CARPENTER

Creative “Canstruction” benefits food bank

“Canstruction” winner “O Cannenbaum,” designed by the
Holt School staff team: (l-r) Matt Sayti, Connnie Holt,
Frances Zimmerman, Coleen Palmer, and Jesenia Brown

A can-do attitude on the part of three teams of
Hamilton Holt School representatives resulted in the
donation of more than 2,000 cans and boxes of food
to the Second Harvest Food Bank this winter. The
teams built large sculptures of canned and boxed
items as part of “Canstruction,” a national design
competition to benefit charity. This is the first year
Rollins has competed in the event.The Holt School’s
participation was sponsored by the Holt Student
Government Association. Winner of the competition
was “O Cannenbaum,” a Christmas tree built by the
Holt staff team under the direction of Terrie Cole,
academic adviser. The faculty team, headed by
Assistant Professor of Communication Sue Easton,
designed a six-foot-tall tomato-soup can with 975
tomato-soup cans, and the Holt SGA team built a
green-and-white wedding cake out of pasta boxes.
Rollins faculty, staff, and Central Florida grocers
donated food items for the sculptures. More than 40
cities across the U.S. participated in “Canstruction”
this year.—Linda Carpenter

Interesting facts about
Rollins’ music program:

7

Full-time faculty

27

Faculty offices/studios/
practice rooms

112 Performances this year
(produced or presented)

125 Music majors
400 Seats in John M. Tiedtke
Concert Hall

Distinguished authors to
visit Rollins in February
For the 66th year, Rollins College will present
its award-winning visiting authors series,
which brings distinguished writers to campus
to share their work and expertise with students
and the community. Winter With the Writers,
A Festival of the Literary Arts will be held
every Thursday during the month of February
with afternoon master classes and evening
readings, on-stage interviews, and signings.
“Winter With the Writers and Rollins College
have a rich history of bringing to Central
Florida some of the most important writers
working today,” said Connie May Fowler,
director of Winter With the Writers. “It provides
the Rollins family and the greater Central
Florida community the opportunity to explore
the very best in contemporary literature. Our
events offer literature lovers an unparalleled
literary experience.”
The 2006 series lineup includes Tobias
Wolff, author of numerous memoirs, short stories, and novels; Nathan Englander, whose
story collection For the Relief of Unbearable
Urges was an international bestseller; Nikki
Giovanni, world-renowned poet, writer, commentator, activist, and educator; and Dorothy
Allison, author of Bastard Out of Carolina,
which was made into a highly acclaimed film
directed by Anjelica Huston and was a finalist
for the 1992 National Book Award.
For more information, visit the Winter With
the Writers Web site at www.rollins.edu/
winterwiththewriters.
—Jeni Flynn Hatter and Nicole Fiedler ’08
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Blast from
the past

JUDY WATSON TRACY

The December 26, 2005/January 2, 2006 issue of Time magazine lists
the multi-million-dollar bequest of the late George D. Cornell ’35 ’85H
to Rollins College and 61 other charitable organizations as fifth in a list
of the top 10 largest total philanthropic gifts by individuals in 2004 …
Rollins Vice President and Treasurer
George Herbst was named Winter Park
Citizen of the Year by the Winter Park
Chamber of Commerce. Over the past 10
years, Herbst has overseen the design and
construction of numerous award-winning
new and renovated buildings on the Rollins
campus, as well as development of
SunTrust Plaza and the Rollins Parking
Garage on Park Avenue. He is a past
Rita Bornstein
chairman of the Winter Park Chamber of
Commerce and for the past several years has chaired the Chamber’s
Building Committee … President Emerita and George D. and Harriet
W. Cornell Professor of Philanthropy and Leadership Development
Rita Bornstein ’04H ’04HAL wrote an article titled “The Nature and
Nurture of Presidents” for the November 4 issue of The Chronicle of
Higher Education. The article focuses on challenges faced by college
presidents and features results gathered in a recent survey of 1,300
college presidents … Rollins hosted notable speakers David
Horowitz, nationally known author and lifelong civil rights activist;
record producer and business leader Lou Pearlman, who founded
many popular music groups, including the Backstreet Boys and
*NSYNC; and the following Thomas P. Johnson Distinguished
Visiting Scholars: professor and economist Geoffrey Hodgson;
Central Florida Reads author Bill Belleville; Bill Meadows, president
of The Wilderness Society; and Satsuki Ina, educator and founder of
the Family Study Center, who hosted a question-and-answer session
following a screening of her film From a Silk Cocoon … Rollins hosted
a public forum entitled “On the Move: Weapons of Mass
Destruction,” featuring a panel of security and Middle East experts …
Tessie Swope ’08 organized a fund-raising volleyball tournament that
brought in more than
$15,000—including
$10,000 from actor
Paul Newman—for
her Five Stones
Project, which supports development
in the the Dominican
Republic. Honored
guests were Rafael
Pérez Modesto (r),
Undersecretary of
the Presidency of the Dominican Republic, and Winter Park Mayor Kip
Marchman, who proclaimed Nov. 10, 2005 as Five Stones Project
Day in Winter Park.

MARY WISMAR-DAVIS ’76 ’80MBA

SINCE last time
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IF YOU FIND IT HARD TO BELIEVE
that Rollins once had a formidable
football team that played the likes
of the University of Florida and the
University of Miami, imagine this:
In the sport’s early years at Rollins,
officials fired off a brass yachting
cannon to signal the start and stop
Guy Colado
of games. In the late 1920s, the
cannon was retired from active duty and became a fixture in Rollins
dean Arthur Enyart’s office. In the 1940s, when the war years forced
the demise of football at the College, Enyart gave the cannon to Guy
F. Colado ’25, a star football player during his student days who went
on to serve as an assistant football coach. Now, more than half a
century later, this shiny piece of Rollins history has made its way back
to the campus. Colado’s son, Guy D. Colado ’71MBA, who has been
custodian of the cannon since the death of his father in 1969, recently
donated the miniature artillery piece to his alma mater. “This gift to
Rollins is particularly meaningful to me since Rollins has been such an
important part of the Colado family’s life,” Colado said. “Handing it
over to Rollins is like keeping it in the family and will ensure that it is
preserved in Rollins history.” Colado’s mother, Jeannette Dickson
“Dickie” Colado ’27; his sister, Mary Ann “Winkie” Colado Page
’57; and his wife, Donna ’75MEd also attended Rollins. The cannon is
on display in the Tar Hall of Fame Room on the second floor of the
Alfond Sports Center.—Mary Wismar-Davis ’76 ’80MBA

Days numbered for Rollins
specialty auto tag?

JED DUNSTAN

FOR

SEVERAL YEARS, Rollins
College and 20 other Florida
private colleges and universities
have been able to offer a
specialty license plate without
meeting the State’s usual
minimum sales requirement. All
that is about to change. As of
June 30, 2006, the State will no
longer allow the production of
any license plate with less than 1,000 total new and/or renewal annual
registrations. The Rollins specialty license plate is in danger of being
one of many specialty license plates that will soon be discontinued.
“While interest in the Rollins tag has been strong among alumni,
students, faculty, and staff, sales have not been very strong,” said
Cynthia Wood, vice president for institutional advancement. “We’re
hoping to rally support from dedicated alumni who live in the state of
Florida so that we can save the plate." At the time this issue of the
Alumni Record went to press, Rollins was just over halfway to reaching the minimum requirement of 1,000 plates sold. Proceeds from the
sale of the specialty license plate benefit The Rollins Fund for
Students, which supports scholarships, student-faculty collaborative
research, career services, and other student programs. To learn
more, visit www.rollins.edu/tag or call 407-646-1528.—Jed Dunstan

TOP five

Colleges call on mom, dad to send money
By Tania Deluzuriaga, Sentinel Staff Writer, December 24, 2005

A

Pieces in the Cornell Fine Arts
Museum’s Permanent Collection

1. The Visitation (c.1750)
by Francesco de Mura
2. Crossing the Rhine (1855)
by Gustave Brion
3. Madonna and Child (c.1470)
by Cosimo Rosselli
4. Four Apostles (c.1515)
by Felipe Vigarny
5. Langdale Pike (1859)
by John Frederick Kensett

charity-minded parents look for ways to make
their children’s schools better.
gold standard for college and university
“Because parents today have a higher level of
fundraisers seeking money to add
engagement, they gain a connection to the institution
buildings or launch new programs.
they would not have otherwise had,” said John
These days, however, institutions say they are seeing a
Lippincott, president of the Council for
boom in donors whose connection to the campus
Advancement and Support of Education, a
isn’t a diploma, but their child’s tuition bill.
Washington group that focuses on alumni relations
From large public universities to small liberal
and fundraising. “Ultimately, that’s a good thing.
arts colleges, more parents with resources are giving
When they give, it says they feel good about the
to campuses their children attend. Administrators
education their child is getting at the institution.”
view it as a perk of attracting students whose paralum. The Gainesville campus saw parent donations
Some parent gifts are directly related to a student’s
ents take an active part in their lives. “It was an
rise to $8.6 million last year—250 percent more than
experiences on campus. For example, Cynthia Wood,
untapped area,” said Carter Boydstun, director of
five years ago. Boydstun, the development director,
the vice president for institutional advancement at
development at the University of Florida. “Parents
said the school is on track to raise more than $10 milRollins, said parents have donated to renovate their
have an affinity to give. They’re focused on their
lion this year. “We have doubled the number of nonchild’s dormitory. Another family with a pre-med son
kids, and they want their kids to have the best edualumni parents giving over the past five years,” he said.
paid for a piece of science-lab equipment.
cation possible.”
Bob Holmes, chief executive officer of the
When Stan Godoff’s son graduated from Rollins
Although total giving to colleges and universities
UCF Foundation, said he has seen a similar trend at
last May with a minor in Jewish studies, Godoff and
across the country rose only slightly during the past
the University of Central Florida.
two years, donations by parents
At the University of Miami, which
jumped 11 percent in 2003 and almost
has seen a 148 percent increase in gifts
22 percent in 2004, according to the
from parents, mom and dad are being
latest report from the Council for Aid
added to the fundraising team. UM is
to Education, which tracks giving to
forming a council of parents, whose
higher education. Gifts from parents
chief responsibility will be raising money
totaled more than $418 million in
for the school. “If you can get them
2004, compared with $344 million
engaged when their child is a freshman,
just a year before.
parents are more likely to give after their
Locally, 2005 wasn’t bad either. In
child graduates,” said Donna Arbide, the
November, Rollins College in Winter
vice president of alumni relations there.
Park announced a $12 million donation
However, any parent who thinks a
from a Minnesota entrepreneur who
gift will win better grades or a plush
had no connection to the school other
dorm room for a child is in for a
than a daughter in the international
surprise, university officials say. Most
business program.
schools keep fundraising completely
At Stetson University in DeLand,
separate from educational operations.
the chief financial officer of Dell
Any quid pro quo arrangement isn’t only
computers, James Schneider, along with
Stan (l) and Leslie Godoff, parents of recent graduate Matt ’05, with
considered unprofessional; it’s also illegal
his wife, Deborah, made a $25,000
President Lewis Duncan at a Boston reception for alumni and parents
under the Internal Revenue Service
challenge donation, encouraging others
definition of a “charitable gift.”
to give over the Internet. They have a
“It’s sort of like church and state
daughter at Stetson.
between academics and the development
Rollins officials say parent giving
side of things,” said Andrew Czekaj,
has increased 35 percent over the past
who heads Rollins’ Parents Committee,
two years, not including the recent $12
—Stan Godoff
which raises money. Czekaj said that in
million gift. Gifts from Stetson parents
his four years of fundraising for Rollins
are up 172 percent so far this fiscal year
his mother-in-law gave a gift to the Jewish Studies
he has never encountered a parent who expected a
and it's only half over, said Jennifer Rodrigues, the
department there. “Rollins was doing a great job edufavor in return for a donation.
associate director of annual giving there. Parental
cating my son, and I wanted to give back,” said
Despite being at an all-time high, parent giving
philanthropy “is at a high right now,” Rodrigues said.
Godoff, who graduated from American University in
still represents a small portion—about 2 percent—of
“We encourage parents to support our annual fund
Washington, D.C.
the $20 billion fundraising pie for colleges
in whatever way they can.”
Although small liberal arts colleges have tranationwide. “I don’t know that parent giving will
The boom in donations from parents runs parditionally turned to parents for support, larger univerever eclipse alumni,” Stetson’s Rodrigues said. “That’s
allel to the rise of so-called “helicopter parents”—
sities are also tapping the parent market. Fundraising
our bread and butter. It’s what we do best.”
doting dads and moms who hover over their children’s
officials at UF say they increasingly approach parents of
lives on campus. But instead of harassing university
Gator Nation much the same way they would an
Reprinted by permission of the Orlando Sentinel
presidents about Johnny’s dorm room, these
MARY WISMAR-DAVIS ’76 ’80MBA

LUMNI WITH DEEP POCKETS are the

“Rollins was doing a great job
educating my son, and I wanted
to give back.”
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THEN AND NOW
—By Jed Dunstan

Take a walk down memory lane and catch up on the current whereabouts
and activities of your favotite Rollins professors.

Pedro Pequeño

Carolyn Planck

Professor of Anthropology and
Coordinator of Latin American and Caribbean Studies

Executive Director of Donor and External Relations and
Adjunct Professor of Communication

When Pedro Pequeño saw an advertisement for a position at Rollins
College, the Southern Illinois University anthropology graduate knew
nothing about his future employer. From his initial visit, however, it
was “love at first sight.” That was 1972, and a young, wide-eyed, and
very “green” professor came to the College with the goal of helping to
develop and restructure a small anthropology department within the
behavioral sciences department. Today, the independent department
boasts seven full-time faculty and 40 majors. Pequeño has come a long
way from the time when he and his middle-class family fled Cuba with
only $100 and the clothes on their backs after Castro came to power
in the 1950s. That experience instilled in him something that he
promotes to this day: the importance of education and the power it
has to restore things lost in life. From the beginning of his career,
Pequeño has always been an educator in the truest sense of the word,
teaching students with the simple goal of imparting knowledge and
being there to lend a helping hand when needed. He also takes great
pride in the Latin American Studies program, which he helped to
create in the early 1980s and which recently added a minor, reflecting
the College’s strengthened commitment to internationalization. Now
in his 34th year of teaching, Pequeño beams with enthusiasm and
excitement about the future. At age 62, he counts each day and each
visit from former students as a blessing and is never too busy to stop
for a cup of Spanish coffee and cake (which he keeps in his office for
visitors). A fitness enthusiast, Pequeño spends an hour and a half exercising every day and professes to be in the best shape of his life.

In the summer of 1973, Carolyn Planck moved to Florida from St.
Louis, Missouri when her husband accepted a position as an attorney in
Orlando. While the Purdue University alumna loved her teaching role
at the University of Missouri, she was very excited to find an opportunity
to teach speech communication at Rollins. Now a 32-year Rollins
veteran, Planck has held a variety of teaching and administrative
positions, including chair of the department, director of marketing for
the Hamilton Holt School, and her current role, executive director of
donor and external relations. She played a key role during The Campaign
For Rollins, the College’s recent five-year comprehensive campaign that
raised more than $160 million for numerous new building projects,
programs, and scholarships. Today, as a member of the College’s
advancement division, Planck enjoys working to enhance relationships
with College donors and to further Rollins’ image in the community. An
educator at heart, she values the opportunity to continue classroom
interaction with students in the communication classes she teaches each
semester. Planck has been recognized for her exceptional teaching with
the Distinguished Teaching Award, and her students today include
Rollins legacies attending her classes at the recommendation of parents
who are her former students! One of her favorite things is reading about
the achievements of Rollins graduates in the Rollins Alumni Record.
Outside the College, when she is not traveling with her husband,
Planck, a seasoned speaker, trains corporate professionals in the art of
effective communication and public speaking.

“Each day I spend as a teacher is a gift, and being available
to students, present and past, is a privilege. Nothing gives me
more pleasure than helping students overcome roadblocks on
their way to an education. Life is 90 percent how you take it
and 10 percent how you want it, and if I can help my students
take life with a positive attitude, I am succeeding. I am so
pleased to have been a continuing part of this great institution,
which has only improved over the years.”—Pedro Pequeño
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“I’m so fortunate to be able to share my love of Rollins with
donors and the community. It’s an honor to be a part of the
group of people that works to further the development of this
fine institution where lives are changed every day, and it’s
particularly rewarding to work with donors to the College—
they are a wonderfully dedicated, generous, and engaged group
of people. Each day, I walk into my office feeling privileged to
share the great things being accomplished by Rollins students
and faculty.”—Carolyn Planck

SPORTS SCENE

Women’s basketball team
climbs to 13th nationally,
Joslyn Giles ’06 featured in
Sports Illustrated
WOMEN’S BASKETBALL
The women’s basketball team, under Head Coach Glenn
Wilkes, went undefeated through the first part of the season
and, as of the time of this
writing, was ranked 13th in
the nation in the USA
TODAY/ESPN Division II
Coaches’ Poll. Rollins sat at 9-0 overall and 1-0 in Sunshine State
Conference play at the end of the first
two months of the season. Senior forward Joslyn Giles was featured in
“Faces in the Crowd” in the
December 26, 2005/January 2, 2006
issue of Sports Illustrated for leading
the Tars to a 9-0 start and for her
team-high averages of 18.1 points, 7.6
Giles ’06
rebounds, and 27.3 minutes per
game. Watch for a season wrap-up in
the next issue of the Rollins Alumni Record.
VOLLEYBALL
The Rollins volleyball team experienced their most successful season in 10 years, earning 25 wins under Head Coach Sindee Snow.
For Snow, it was the most wins in her five-year career with the Tars
and the first time her team posted back-to-back seasons with 20 or
more wins. The Tars’ efforts paid off as they received a number five
seed in the South Regional of the Division II NCAA tournament—
their first time in the playoffs since 1995. Five players were selected
to All-Sunshine State Conference teams.

Aronson ’09

CROSS COUNTRY
The Rollins men’s and women’s
cross countr y teams became
consistently stronger with every
meet, ending the season with a pair
of 4th-place finishes at the Sunshine
State Conference Championships.
The women were led by first-year
runner Kristina Aronson, who
finished in the top 10 individual
runners in each of the regular
season meets and finished 33rd at
the NCAA Division II South
Region meet.

WOMEN’S SOCCER
The Tars started the 2005 season on a high note, winning five of
their first six games, but went on to lose six of the next seven games.
After ending the season 8-8-0 overall and 3-5-0 in the Sunshine
State Conference, they missed the opportunity to play in the seasonending conference tournament, which was cancelled due to the
after-effects of Hurricane Wilma. Head Coach Tony Amato ’00
finished his third season with the Tars with an overall record of 31-21-1.
MEN’S SOCCER
After finishing the 2005 season 10-5-0 and 6-2-0 in the SSC, the
Tars looked forward to the conference
tournament, where they hoped to
earn a second consecutive Sunshine
State Conference title and a berth in
the NCAA Regional Tournament.
Unfortunately, Hurricane Wilma
forced the cancellaltion of the
tournament, leaving the Tars on the
outside looking in when i t
came time for selection into the
Regional tournament. Senior Daniell
Robertson was named SSC
Defensive Player of the Year for the
second consecutive season and was
named All-American for the third
Robertson ’06
time in his career. During the
season, Head Coach Keith Buckley ’88 became the Tars’ all-timewinningest coach, passing longtime head coach Gordie Howell.
Buckley has posted a record of 165-90-16 in his 15 years at the helm
of the program.
WATER SKIING
Michelle Simpson ’06 was featured in the Orlando Sentinel for
her success as a professional water skier.
—Compiled by Nate Weyant, Sports Media Specialist
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The Synergist

Is it Alexander
Boguslawski’s art that
profits from his passion
for all things Russian—
or is it his teaching that
benefits from his painter’s
perspective? The answer
is yes, and yes again.
BY LEIGH BROWN PERKINS
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A

lexander Boguslawski cannot separate
himself from his two passions in life
any more than purple paint can
decide to be just blue or just red.
He is a professor of Russian language, literature, history, and art at Rollins College, having
begun—reluctantly—his Russian academic
training as a child in Poland, where learning
the Soviets’ mother tongue was not exactly
an elective (he found himself, however, at 18,
passing the entrance exam to the University of
Warsaw’s Department of Russian Language and
Literature, and surpassing the 16 other students
in his first class with “a mere 60 errors in a twopage Russian quiz”). He translates Russian novels
and poetry, he sings Russian ballads, he knows
his way around Moscow, and he loves to share
his knowledge with rapt students.
Boguslawski, though, is also a painter,
with an impressive catalog of commissions,
having begun his artistic training as a 7-yearold in private art classes. He paints large

canvases—3 feet by 4 feet—in vivid oils, each
creating a visual adventure through his very
personal style, fusing Russian iconography with
a naive style reminiscent of Henri Rousseau,
both whimsical and intellectual, Old World
and 21st century—all at the same time.
Two immutable passions. One is a calling.
One is a career. But which is which?
“If I had known nothing about art, nothing
about the creative process, I would not have
taught as well as I do,” he said. “My teaching
benefits from my feeling for art. And my art, of
course, benefits from my love for Russian culture.
It would be impossible for me to restrict myself
to just one thing. There is no choice to be
made between the two.”
It is this synergy—RussiaArt ArtRussia,
with Boguslawski as the medium—that keeps
students enrolling in what many consider
Rollins’ more challenging cultural classes.
“He is a great professor,” said Shellie
Ponce, a senior majoring in European studies

who has taken three Russian language courses
and a history class with Boguslawski. “He is
just so into it. You can’t help but get caught up
in his excitement for the material.”
“When you are involved with something
you love, you are a better teacher,” Boguslawski
said. “When I describe a painting for them, it’s
from several points of view: why it works from
a creative viewpoint, why the style was different
from another painting, its historical significance,
its social significance. Being an artist makes
you sensitive to certain things and allows you
to share it with others in a way that is quite a
bit different than just repeating something
from a textbook.”
Ponce is one of two students undertaking
the rigors of advanced-level Russian language
with Boguslawski. Few who aspire to master
Russian make it past the first semester. “He goes
at our pace,” she said. “It’s amazing how much
we’re able to talk, to really converse in Russian.”
Boguslawski helped Ponce plan a trip to
Russia last summer. The preparation he gave
her did not end with turning clever Russian
phrases. She knew Moscow’s art and architecture, and she had a feeling for its people and
politics. The trip was so rewarding, she plans
to visit Eastern Europe later this year. She
expects Boguslawski will have her speaking
even more impressive Russian by then.
Russian in and Russian out
College topics, like fraternities, fall into
and out of popularity. Classes in Russian subjects certainly are not immune to whims created
by current events, politics, and personalities.
Consider the changes Russian studies have
witnessed in the 22 years since Boguslawski
came to Rollins. In 1983, the great cultural
and political divide of the Cold War was the
main frame of reference for students. Russia
was a forbidden, enigmatic, vaguely menacing
force. Its resonance with students then was
mostly political. Few knew anything about its
masters of literature, art, religion, and culture.
Skip to today’s students. They were
preschoolers when the Berlin Wall came down,
in elementary school when the Soviet Union
dissolved. Their interest in and knowledge of
Russia is much different than the curiosity of
students past.
“All I had were vague impressions of
Russian culture,” said Jessica Jarrett, a sophomore
who has studied both Russian literature and
film with Boguslawski. “He is so great about

imparting the whole image of Russian life,
from its mysticism to its art and culture, as
well as its politics.”
After the fall of the USSR, Boguslawski
said, there was suddenly no mystery and students
wondered why they should bother to study
Russian. “But today interest in Russia is slowly
returning. Mostly it’s connected to business
rather than culture, but there are a handful of
students who are very serious about their
Russian studies.”
He is no longer surprised when students
tell him, halfway through a course, that they
simply had no idea Russia had such a history of
accomplishment and beauty. “The educational
system creates this lack of knowledge,” he said.
“All they have learned is that Russia was awful,
that there was nothing good about Russia. And
all of its achievements were discarded.”
To keep pace with changing interests
and sketchy high-school scholarship,
Boguslawski tweaks the curriculum, creating
new courses like Russian film studies and
Exploring Russia through the Internet. Courses
with a broader theme, such as The Rise of
Russia and the History of Russian Painting,
provide a foundation for students who may
not know Andropov from Pasternak.
Rollins, he said, has given him an amazing
opportunity to cross disciplines and explore a
wide range of topics. “There is a constant tension

have been in my class if it hadn’t been a general
education requirement,” Boguslawski said.
“They end up benefiting much more than
they expected.”
Lost in Translation
Russian novelist Sasha Sokolov chose
Boguslawski to translate two of his famed works
into Polish. One of them took 10 years to complete
(a “Russian Finnegan’s Wake,” according to the
translator). Boguslawski is working on a
translation of Sokolov’s essays into English as
well, calling translation his labor of love.
But his easel keeps drawing him in.
“There are moments of great satisfaction
and enjoyment when I am painting, but there
are moments of horrible anger and annoyance,”
he said. “The most important thing for me is
total immersion in the creative process, cutting
myself off from everything else. But that is not
always easy to do. I have to grade papers. I
have students and colleagues. I have a family.
But there are times, especially when a painting
is going well, I find the process is soothing and
there is a complete disassociation from all
other stresses.”
Because he paints such large canvases,
Boguslawski must devote sometimes 800
hours to a single painting. He prefers to paint
only when he can spend at least two hours
with his palette.

“If I had known nothing about art, nothing
about the creative process, I would not have
taught as well as I do. My teaching benefits
from my feeling for art. And my art, of course
benefits from my love for Russian culture.”
—Alexander Boguslawski
between students’ skills and the courses which
are suddenly popular,” he said. “You have to
find that niche to attract students.”
Many, like Jarrett and even Ponce, who is
now entrenched in Russian studies, first enroll
to fulfill a core requirement, having no particular
keenness for the subject. And then they get
hooked. English major Jarrett said Boguslawski’s
passion for his subject and his artist’s vision
converge to make his classes spellbinding.
“There is an appreciation for art and literature
that only a creative person could have. It’s
infectious.”
“I always have students who would never

“I cannot find time every day to do it,”
he said. “Art does not appear in a second, even
if it was inspired by a single moment. Without
hard work and perseverance, you cannot create
anything good.”
One of his works is now in the collection
of Rollins’ Cornell Fine Arts Museum, a gift
from President Emeritus and Professor of
English Thaddeus Seymour ’82HAL ’90H.
“When people look at one of my paintings,
they will either love it or hate it,” he said. “I
just have to be the best at what I am doing
and be confident that I am doing it well.
There is no standing still.” ■
SPRING 2006
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R. D. Keene Hall
As students and faculty settle into the
newly renovated and expanded R. D.
Keene Hall, home of the Virginia S.
and W. W. Nelson Department of
Music, they find state-of-the art space,
new equipment for academic and
professional accomplishments, and
expanded accommodations for
community outreach.

John M. Tiedtke Concert Hall

DAVID WOODS

JOYCE KANAVEL

John Sinclair
Music Director
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DAVID WOODS

The Cornell Fine Arts Museum

RAYMOND MARTINOT

Arthur Blumenthal
Museum Director

DAVID WOODS

DAVID WOODS

The Cornell Fine Arts Museum
recently reopened it doors to
students and visitors following a
significant redesign and
expansion. The facility features
a grand tower and rotunda
entrance, the Print Study Room,
and six elegant galleries that
provide suitable space for
continuous exhibition of the
Museum’s distinguished
permanent collection.
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STATE OF
THE ARTS
The question is not new: Why study art?
Answered in the 19th century, a philosopher wrote, “We
need religion for religion’s sake, morality for morality’s sake, art
for art’s sake.”
Answered in the 21st century, that truth still applies.
There is something so much more complex, though, so
energizing, so imperative about art in today’s world, particularly at
Rollins, where change is in the air. New buildings, new methods,
new faculty—in fact, entirely new media for artistic expression
are producing a potent force on campus and in the Central
Florida arts community. Here, we reveal a portrait of today’s arts
movement, a collaborative effort of professors, students, and the
power of their imaginations.

“There are painters who transform
the sun into a yellow spot, but
there are others who, thanks to
their art and intelligence, transform
a yellow spot into the sun.”
—Pablo Picasso, painter

BY LEIGH BROWN PERKINS • PHOTOS BY JUDY WATSON TRACY
Ann Marie Varga ’82 contributed to this article • Profiles by Robyn Allers

ART
Genius may be a rare
gift, but great artists
have always flourished
under the guidance of
their teachers. At
Rollins, professors
instruct students in
technique, history, and
analysis. But it is the
hands-on practice of
the studio, as well as
the inspiration of the
great masters hanging
on the walls of the
restyled Cornell Fine
Arts Museum, that
leads students to their
own imaginative
genius.
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udible gasps are not uncommon when visitors peek through the doors of the newly reopened Cornell
Fine Arts Museum. The unexpected tends to take the breath away.
Its renovation and expansion, which took 18 months and $4.5 million, surprises at every turn.
Although it is still in a picturesque Mediterranean style in keeping with the campus’s architecture, the
building has doubled in size—10,000 square feet and six galleries. Museum visitors are welcomed into the facility
through a beautiful tower entrance and rotunda. Students and staff can now conduct detailed study of art works in
the Print Study Room, the only one of its kind in Florida. And an Education Gallery has been added, designed to
welcome and instruct the nearly 6,000 local schoolchildren who visit the Cornell each year.
When the education program was started 15 years ago, six schools were on the list. Now every school in the
tri-county Central Florida area visits the Cornell. Becky Savill, educational outreach coordinator, said the Museum’s
mission remains consistent, no matter if the visitor is a 7-year-old on his first field trip or a Rollins senior completing
independent study: “We want to be able to teach art in a way that shows that the visual arts are connected to all of
the liberal arts, whether they’re studying music, math, women’s studies, even P.E. Art is connected to everything.”
With 900 new works added to the Cornell’s permanent collection in the past 18 years, the expanded space is a
necessity. But it is also an homage to the contents within. With a permanent collection that would humble universities
twice its size—5,000 works spanning the Renaissance to the new millennium—the wrapping finally suits the gift.
“While we have lots more space, the Cornell hopefully will retain that special, intimate character that students
and visitors loved,” said Arthur Blumenthal, director of the Museum, who in his 18-year tenure has earned the
Cornell a reputation as one of the most prestigious art museums in the Southeast. “The building was designed with
students in mind. This is their museum, first and foremost.”
It is clever timing that an exquisite building has been constructed to be the heart of the art department, since
new blood and fresh ideas are also pumping through its curriculum and faculty. When Rachel Simmons ’97 was an
art student at Rollins in the ’90s, the requirements were fairly rigid, in large part because the electives were the
specialties of the professors who taught them. That rigidity is outdated.

A

Rachel Simmons ’97
Assistant Professor of Art

Rachel Simmons ’97

“It was a leap of faith, but we made the tough decision a few years
ago to give the students more flexibility and to allow them to fulfill their
elective requirements using a spectrum of courses,” said Simmons, who
has returned to Rollins as assistant professor of art.
Despite a fear that some classes might be left empty in the process,
the new flexibility works. Students who plan to pursue art careers may
specialize, perhaps in printmaking or photography. Students who will
not be professional artists may choose to do a bit of everything, perhaps
a little Baroque art history, mixed with figurative work and a bit of
lithography.
Options exist throughout the department. In addition to charcoal,
metal, and acrylic, digital tools have been integrated, with courses like
Digital and Mixed Media Printmaking. Art history remains crucial, but
new courses have been added to explore contemporary art. Studio time
is as essential as ever, but service learning has entered the department too,
with students getting practical experience—painting murals, for instance,
at a home for children with special needs.
Another valuable change is the addition of new instructors, who
provide a “generational mix” of ideas.
“There are faculty members here now who are fresher from their
master’s degrees in fine arts, which is good because we’re closer to the
trends in contemporary art,” Simmons said.
With experienced professors as mentors and freshly minted MFAs in
the mix, the art department is creating a nicely balanced composition.

Coming Full Circle—In 1997, Rachel Simmons, an art major at
Rollins, stood at her easel in Painting II while her professor critiqued her
latest brushstrokes. Three years later, Simmons stood at the same
easel, this time as the professor—a déjà vu Simmons described as
“weird. It took me a couple of years to stop having these student
flashbacks.” Still, after receiving her MFA in painting and drawing from
Louisiana State University, Simmons’ return to her alma mater “felt like
coming home. It was comforting to be in the same classroom where I
had spent endless nights as a student, seeing professors I had been
close to then as colleagues now. They were extraordinarily enthusiastic
to have me here as a faculty member.”
Sharing their enthusiasm is Dean of the Faculty Roger Casey, who
also came to Rollins in 2000. In fact, Simmons was his first hire. “Rachel
has proven to be an excellent standard by which to measure a new
generation of now more than 60 faculty who have arrived at Rollins in the
new millennium,” he said. “Focused on students, interdisciplinary-minded,
creatively prolific. Her classes are models of collaborative learning.”
Collaborating comes naturally to Simmons. In graduate school, she
often worked with a poet or other artists on projects. “The act of creating
while you’re also being social forms a bond between you and the other
person—you develop this awareness of your own biases and tendencies.
You get to know other people, but you also get to know yourself.” She
recently team-taught a class with Peg O’Keef, herself a Rollins alumna
(’81), that explored how artists in various fields reveal themselves
through their work.
Even in her individual artwork, she crosses disciplines, drawing from
multiple sources. In her most recent series, Simmons uses digital
printmaking techniques, multiple media, and images of microorganisms.
Incorporating text that seeps in and out of richly colored, transparent layers,
her highly evocative work “depicts the dichotomy of interdependence and
isolation in the natural and human worlds.” Her work has been exhibited in
museums and galleries in Florida, New York, and Italy, most recently at the
prestigious 2005 Florence Biennale, an invitation-only international exhibition.
In addition to her own creative bounty, Simmons has been actively
involved in courses that incorporate collaboration and community
engagement. In her second year at Rollins, Simmons’ class was asked
to paint artwork on the walls of a playroom in a residential facility for
children with emotional and behavioral disorders. The art needed to
evoke calm and security, boundaries the students found both challenging
and rewarding. “The students thought, Wow! Art can serve not only an
aesthetic function, but a practical, therapeutic one as well,” Simmons
said. “And because the students were working in teams, they were
learning about other students’ processes at the same time they were
learning about their own.”
Since that experience, Simmons frequently takes her students out of
the studio and into the community. “To me, that’s the ideal experience.
Collaborate with the community, collaborate with each other, and the art
serves a larger purpose.”
This year, Simmons is a candidate for promotion to associate
professor and tenure at her alma mater, a milestone that brings her full
circle. Reflecting on her history at Rollins and the longtime faculty she so
admired as a student, Simmons said, “Now I have a complete view of
them as educators with a lifelong goal to make Rollins a better place.
Now I really get it. I don’t want to go anywhere else. Why would I? I’ve
got a sweet gig.”—Robyn Allers
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STATE OF
THE ARTS

“Art enables us to find
ourselves and lose ourselves
at the same time.”
—Thomas Merton, author
Philip Deaver

C

rawl, walk, run is the order of business for babies.
For literature students, it’s read, write, edit. Skill in the
first progresses to skill in the next, although the relationship
among the three is inexorable, no matter how proficient the student
becomes.
“The first obligation of a good writer is to be a good reader,” said
English professor Lezlie Laws. “We want our writing students to be
well grounded in the literature of what we call the ‘canon,’ surveys of
British literature and American literature, and we’re now adding a
survey of world literature.”
English has always been a popular major at Rollins. But today, it’s
not just about canonic writers like Shakespeare and Whitman, it’s also
about Southern verse, the poetry of the Psalms, African-American
novelists, political speeches, essays by environmentalists, and short
stories from the Vietnam War era.
And the reading list is no longer limited to paper and ink. Web
pages, for instance, are studied. “Today we see everything as a text, not
just books or short stories or poetry,” Laws said.
A new course called Visual Rhetoric for Writers acknowledges
the impact of the Internet on today’s students. “We spend
hours every day in front of the computer,” Laws said. “You can
use the same critical questions to probe the efficiency or effect
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LITERATURE
The essence of all writing is relationship: Heroine to antagonist,
setting to theme, pacing to plot, good to evil, suspense to revelation,
writer to reader. The English department unravels the complexity
of those relationships with exciting new cross-disciplinary studies, a
challenging creative writing curriculum, and programs like the
compelling Winter With The Writers. Enrollment is strong, as students
who have always loved losing themselves in a good book discover the
power of reading and writing with a critical, creative eye.

of a Web site as you would a painting or a musical composition
or a literary text.”
In 2002, the film studies minor was launched by Associate
Professor Bill Boles. Now, with more than double the enrollment, the
growth of film studies reflects the nature of today’s visual, mediasaturated students.
“Today, our students get information in so many ways other
than written texts, so we have to think about ways that we can appeal

Philip F. Deaver
Associate Professor of English
Writer-in-Residence

to students of the 21st century who see things,
hear things, touch things,” Laws said. “Though
most teachers may think of the study of literature
as a quiet, internal experience, most of our students
are accustomed to absorbing text, image, and
sound simultaneously.”
Whether their interest lies in classic tomes or
in the language of the digital age, literature students
must first read well and then write well. There are
the core composition classes and then there are
intense workshops and writing studios, where
students come to know the discipline of regular
writing and the conditions under which they are
most creative. There is Darkness Visible, a course
through which Boles has resurrected the radio
drama at Rollins. Students write, direct, produce,
and star in the eponymous weekly production
which airs on WPRK radio. There are classes on
personal writing and courses for writing effectively
for the media.
Then begins their relationship with the red
pen. Students must prove their editing proficiency
by passing a departmental examination prior to
registering for their senior year.
Perhaps the single most significant relationship
in literature, though, is the one between writer
and reader. Under most conditions, it remains
remote, with the author’s influence felt only in
words written long before they are read, and the
reader’s influence felt only in royalties earned. But
Rollins College has a long history of making that
visceral relationship between writer and reader an
actual experience with its annual Winter With the
Writers literary festival.
For more than a half century, the visiting
author series has brought the nation’s finest
authors to Rollins to teach and to read and
discuss their work. This year, writers Tobias
Wolff, Nathan Englander, Nikki Giovanni, and
Dorothy Allison are the featured writers.
Students learn about the authors’ process of
writing, what inspires them, how they got started.
“Winter With the Writers is a rare and dynamic
treasure,” said its director, Connie May Fowler, a
novelist and screenwriter, Irving Bacheller
Professor of Creative Writing, and one of Rollins’
two writers-in-residence. “It provides the Rollins
family and the greater Central Florida community the opportunity to explore the very best
in contemporary literature.”

Tilting Destiny—Phil Deaver has had a very good year. On sabbatical following his
appointment to tenure, the English professor revised his novel, Forty Martyrs Suite,
began another, interviewed a baseball legend, edited a collection of essays, and
published a well-received collection of poetry, How Men Pray, from Anhinga Press. In
August, Garrison Keillor, the deadpan host of public radio’s A Prairie Home Companion,
selected two of Deaver’s poems for The Writer’s Almanac, Keillor’s daily tribute to poetry.
Keillor read “The Worrier’s Guild,” on Deaver’s birthday, providing, almost literally, the
icing on the cake. “It completely knocked me out to hear Keillor say, on a national radio
show, ‘Here’s a poem by Philip F. Deeeeaver,’” he recalled.
How Men Pray is Deaver’s first published collection of poems. A collection of
essays about baseball and life, Scoring from Second: Baseball from Life, which he
edited, is due out in the spring of ’07 and includes essays by Stephen King, Andre
Dubus, Rick Bass, and others.
Unlike many contemporary fiction writers, Deaver did not launch his writing career
from a university writing program. For nearly 13 years, the University of Virginia Ed.D.
worked as a consultant for a major national consulting firm. He wrote when he could,
and usually that was late at night, a habit he can’t seem to shake. “I’ve been sleep
deprived for 20 years,” he joked. The process, while demanding, paid off: His short
story collection, Silent Retreats, won the coveted Flannery O’Connor Award for Short
Fiction, and his stories have appeared in a host of literary magazines and “Best of…”
anthologies.
As a writer who, for years, lived a parallel life, Deaver knows the value of discipline.
“When students say, ‘I can only write in the morning’ or ‘when I’m alone,’ or any of a
hundred conditions, I tell them, ‘Don’t make up a story about how you can write and
then make it the reason you don’t write.’”
Deaver also understands what he calls the “ferocity of people to write their stories.”
It’s there, he said, “quaking just under the surface of ordinary life.” That empathy
underlies his generosity as a teacher. “We don’t really have to teach people to be
creative,” he said, “just make a space for it, and perhaps build a little fire under them.”
It takes a gifted teacher to strike the match. Emerson College MFA student Laura van
den Berg ’05, whose own stories have now been published in prestigious literary magazines,
says, “Deaver’s workshops are rigorous but compassionate. He treats each story as
significant and valid but always provides frank criticism.”
Many of Deaver’s students are adults who, he says, gave up their creative endeavors
“because life got too busy.” They come to his classes because “now, as full-blown
adults, they have stories to tell, poems to write, about their full-blown lives, and there’s
no stopping them.” Whether or not their work is published, Deaver said, “I’ve never met
any of these writers who were sorry they sat down and learned in creative writing class
to tell their stories as well as they could.”
Deaver recognizes that he wouldn’t be the writer and teacher he is today without
the gamut of his own experience. In fact, he wouldn’t be at Rollins at all. His consulting
business brought him to Central Florida, where, for a time, he continued his two-track
career. But building a life around writing remained, like his stories, a play of his
imagination. “Sometimes I would visit the campus and just gaze out over Lake
Virginia,” he recollected. Then, in 1998, after several years teaching creative writing
part-time wherever he could and stacking up publications, Deaver was asked to join
Rollins’ budding writing program as assistant professor of English and writer-in-residence.
Reflecting now on those daydreams by the lake, Deaver says, “I think in some way, that
must have tilted my destiny toward this school.”—Robyn Allers
To hear Philip F. Deaver’s poetry as read by Garrison Keillor, go to http://writersalmanac.publicradio.org, click on Archive, and select the weeks of August 8 and August
15, 2005. Deaver’s books are available at Rollins’ Rice Family Bookstore.
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MUSIC

I

t took some time—15 years to be exact—for John V.
Sinclair’s quest for a truly great concert hall on the Rollins
campus to be fulfilled. But his hard work has paid off. As
the fall term began, he and the other members of the music
department settled into the state-of-the-art John M. Tiedtke
Concert Hall in the newly renovated R. D. Keene Hall, home
of the Virginia S. and W. W. Nelson Department of Music.
“This isn’t your father’s music department any more,” said
Sinclair, who heads the department and holds the John M.
Tiedtke Chair of Music.
The restructured building has it all, from sound-proof practice
studios to a high-tech recording studio, a music library to the
Massey Room, a technology room with keyboards and computers
designed for advanced composition instruction. There are “smart”
classrooms and rehearsal rooms and, the building’s centerpiece,
the 400-seat acoustically engineered recital hall.
Participating in concerts is the cornerstone of a music student’s
experience at Rollins. More than 100 performances are presented
throughout the year, featuring members of the music faculty,
guest artists, and student groups. There are jazz ensembles, the
Rollins Concert Choir and Orchestra, and the Percussion
Ensemble, to name a few. In early December, the Knowles
Memorial Chapel is usually standing room only for Christmas
Vespers, one of the department’s most popular events.
When Sinclair arrived at Rollins 21 years ago, there were
only two ensembles and just five music majors. Today there are
130 majors, amost two dozen ensembles, and a higher percentage
of the student body participating. All Rollins music students
study a musical instrument, with lessons in voice, piano, organ,
guitar, electric bass, and all orchestral and percussion instruments. Students outside of the department are also encouraged to
learn an instrument for the first time or continue their study
from high school.
Modern facilities and the chance to perform are just a part of the
package for music students. Scholarship is still the priority.
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“This new facility is allowing us to offer classes that we
couldn’t offer before, such as Music and Technology and
Introduction to the Sound Recording,” said Sinclair, adding that
new courses will better prepare our students. “Our next goal is to
concentrate on being a fine orchestral school, which we have not
really had the facilities for in the past.”
Community outreach is also part of the department’s
commitment. Central to that theme and to the musical life of the
campus is the nationally recognized Winter Park Bach Festival.
The 150-voice Bach Festival Choir and Orchestra and guest
soloists perform works by the great composers in the Knowles
Chapel. The music department also hosts the Bach Festival Concert
Series throughout the year. The Community School of Music has
helped develop the musical talents of Central Floridians for over a
decade, through instruction and performance opportunities in
piano, voice, and orchestral instruments.
Conducting all of this activity is an unsurpassed faculty
that includes nationally recognized performers. Most of the
instructors come from conservatories, so they have considerable
prestige and skill. “It’s a wonderful time to be a music major at
Rollins College,” Sinclair said. “These students have fabulous
professors in a fabulous facility. They are truly being groomed
for the future.”

DAVID WOODS

The music department is humming a happy tune these
days. It has a newly perfected performance hall, an
impressive list of professors who are themselves top-notch
performers, a world-class music festival, and a steady
stream of playbills filled with students who are jazzed
up about music. The simplicity of learning by doing,
teaching by showing is catchy: enrollment in music
classes is at an all-time high.

STATE OF
THE ARTS

“Extreme complication is
contrary to art.”
—Claude Debussy, composer

Gloria Cook

Gloria Cook
Assistant Professor of Music
Passing along Beethoven—Gloria Cook does
not play the piano so much as caress it, her fingers
stroking the keys as if she were calming a baby,
wrists poised just so above the keys. “The wrist
moves the hand,” she said of her playing style,
although to an onlooker, the movement is almost
imperceptible. As Cook rhythmically pumps the
pedals, her foot supported by her three-inch high
heel, Beethoven’s passionate Sonata “Pathétique”
fills the room. “Hear how the piano opens up with
the pedal?” Her ever-present smile widens.
Cook, assistant professor of music and coordinator of the department’s piano program, is
demonstrating her technique. Cook began studying
piano as a child in Hong Kong and continued her
education at the Cleveland Institute of Music, one
of the leading music conservatories in the country.
There she earned a doctorate of musical arts in
piano performance under the tutelage of such luminaries as Grant Johannesen and Vitya Vronsky
Babin. Her playing is as mesmerizing to watch as it
is to hear. No wonder students fall under her spell.
Jamie Ray, a senior piano major is one of
them. “I turn pages for her during concerts

sometimes, and I have to keep reminding myself to
keep my eye on the music because her playing is
so fluid, it’s just amazing to watch.” That artistry has
won Cook numerous competitions as well as solo
performances with the Springfield Symphony, the
Hong Kong Philharmonic Orchestra, the Cleveland
Institute of Music Orchestra, the Charleston
Symphony, and Winter Park’s Bach Festival Choir
and Orchestra. She has also performed chamber
music at the Tanglewood Music Festival and the
Piccolo Spoleto Festival.
Even the best musicians are not always great
teachers, however, said John Sinclair, chair of the
music department. “Gloria brings a rare combination
of great artistry packaged with a gift and passion for
teaching and tremendous graciousness.”
Cook attributes that passion to her own early
mentors. “My teacher always said, ‘What I pass on
to you, you must pass on to others.’ So I felt it was
my mission to continue the tradition of this school of
technique, which really began with Beethoven.”
Towards that end, Cook has introduced piano
pedagogy into the music curriculum and written a
textbook for teachers of piano. Since she began
coordinating the piano program in 1995, the number
of piano majors has risen from two to 18.
“She’s a great teacher, an amazing musician,”

said Ray of his mentor and “surrogate mother.”
Although he had taught himself to play the piano,
Ray had never had a formal lesson before coming
to Rollins and auditioning for the music department.
And, despite his being born with only one arm—an
obvious limitation for a pianist, most would assume—
Cook took Ray on as a student, developing a complete repertoire for one hand. “She makes such an
investment with each student,” Ray said. “Once,
when she was in New York City, she spent hours in
a music store going through boxes of music to find
pieces for one hand. She pushes you to do your
absolute best, and her incredible pedagogical skills
help you achieve it. She’s really gone beyond
being a piano teacher for me.”
Despite her mastery, Cook continues to study
and grow as a pianist. “I’ve played Gershwin’s
Rhapsody in Blue, for example, hundreds of times,
and every time it’s different, more refined,” she said.
Every year, she takes private lessons, traveling as
far away as Colorado and Michigan to work with
teachers who, like her, are among the very best.
“Beethoven was innovating and growing as an artist
all his life,” Cook said. “That, too, is part of his
tradition—and my mission.”
—Robyn Allers
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“The artist is nothing without
the gift, but the gift is nothing
without work.”
—George Bernard Shaw, playwright
David Charles

STATE OF
THE ARTS
THEATER
Is it coincidence that the Annie Russell
Theatre forms the acronym ART or was
it prescience on the part of the playhouse’s
founders? Intentional or not, it suits “the
Annie” just right. The oldest theater in
the state is the soul and inspiration of the
Department of Theatre Arts & Dance,
where students discover their own gift of
performance and the gratifying work
behind the scenes.
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homas Ouellette is well aware that the Annie Russell Theatre has a history.
Built in 1932 and named in honor of the stage actress who retired to Winter Park,
“the Annie” is listed on the National Register of Historic Places. He knows it has played
host to decades of timely plays—in the ’40s, it was Arsenic & Old Lace; in the ’50s, it was
Death of a Salesman; in the ’70s, Godspell; in the ’90s, Amadeus; in the new millennium, cutting-edge
productions of Extremities, Gross Indecency, Proof, and Closer; with repeated visits to Shakespeare,
Williams, Wilde, Albee, Miller, and O’Neill along the way.
Ouellette is proud of this great history, but he’s even more pumped up about what’s next.
“The Annie is our legacy, the heritage of this department,” said Ouellette, who is chair of the
Department of Theatre Arts & Dance and producing director of the Annie Russell Theatre. “But
that’s also the past. So we’re upholding this venerable, beautiful jewel of a theater, but we’re now
focused on making the department’s academic curriculum as rigorous and progressive as the stage
productions have always been. Our goal is to fashion an exemplary academic department that also
produces shows—rather than a theater that also teaches classes.”
The department presents nine theater and dance productions each year. This season’s
Mainstage and Second Stage shows run the gamut: from a thriller, Pack of Lies, to a pair of warrelated classics, The Trojan Women and All My Sons, to a farce and two musicals. Initiated in 1999,
the Second Stage Series, at home in the intimate Fred Stone Theatre, features challenging and
contemporary fare that is produced, designed, directed, acted, and stage-managed by students.
It takes courage to mount such productions when participants have minimal stage experience,
but that is where classroom work enters. Educating the whole person is critical, Ouellette said. In
the past, the program was more like a theatrical boot camp, with students in rehearsal and the
classroom 10 hours a day. In 2003, as part of a curriculum modernization, areas of emphasis—
design and technical theater, directing, performance, history and criticism, etc.—were more strongly
developed, and movement and voice classes became requisite for performance students.

“This places us at the very forefront
of what the top theater schools in the
country are offering,” Ouellette said.
Changes in the industry have
prompted further tweaking.
“Historically, undergraduate theater
departments didn’t need to offer a separate course called Acting for the Camera.
But now, to send an actor out into the
marketplace who only does stage work
is career suicide,” he said. “We’re also retooling our musical theater program
because, as the cost of producing theater
has skyrocketed, more and more producers
are staging musicals. That’s what audiences
want to see. We have to pay attention to
trends so that we can better prepare
theater artists before we send them out
into the field.”
Building the department’s faculty
has been a vital component of Ouellette’s
plan. New additions include an
improvisation sepcialist, a Los Angelesbased actor and vocal coach, and a
specialist in theater history, dramatic
literature, and women’s studies. All are
working theater artists.
“I think it’s important that students
see that professors are active in their
fields,” Ouellette said. “I never want to be
perceived as a teacher who used to do
what I teach. I want to roll up my sleeves
and work alongside my students. Our
message to students is that the study of
theater is a lifelong pursuit.”
To have them truly understand it,
they must experience it, so there are
opportunities for students to travel to
New York City, to intern in London,
and to assist faculty when they direct
professionally. Outstanding guest artists,
including world-renowned dance
troupes like Alvin Ailey and Pilobolus,
also bring the reality of dance’s discipline
and artistry to campus.
“What we need to ask ourselves in
this new century is, ‘What are the things
our theatre and dance program can do
better than similar programs at competitive
schools?’” Ouellette said. “And one of
those things is to celebrate the liberal arts
mission of the College and the way that
the inherent focus on accruing a breadth
of knowledge absolutely enhances our
students, expanding the skills they need
to excel in this increasingly difficult but
vital art form.”

David Charles
Assistant Professor of Theatre Arts and Dance

Back in the Sandbox—It’s the classic actor’s
nightmare: There you are onstage before a full
house, and you haven’t memorized your lines. You
don’t even know where to move or what to do. For
David Charles, that’s not a nightmare, it’s a sweet
dream—and an everyday reality. Charles, an
assistant professor of theatre arts, teaches acting
and improvisation, the latter the primary focus of his
current research and performances. “Humans are
the only animal that creates for the sole joy of
creating,” he explained. “Improv allows us to get
in touch with that part of ourselves.”
Charles has been fascinated with improvisation
since he was an introverted teenager in his native
New Zealand. “Improv was a release for me,” he
said. “It gave me a place to use all these strange
skills I had, like rhyming and storytelling.”
But his early study in theater focused on more
conventional dramatic forms. He earned his Ph.D.
in theater history, criticism, and dramatic literature
from Louisiana State University and has performed
across the country with several professional
companies, including the Illinois Shakespeare
Festival and Chicago’s Wisdom Bridge Theatre. At
Rollins, in addition to teaching, Charles directs one
show each season for the Annie Russell Theatre,
most recently the drama A Pack of Lies.
His passion, however, remains improvisation. A
graduate of North America’s oldest improvisational
training center, Josephine Forsberg’s Players
Workshop of the Second City, Charles has conducted
workshops on the craft across the country. Last
summer, as a member of Orlando’s SAK Comedy
Lab, he created, directed, and performed in
FourPlay: The (Improvised) Musical. Each night,
the troupe took an idea from the audience and
created a full-length musical around it. Imagine a
“couch potato” singing “Where is my couch?” to the

tune of “Send in the Clowns,” and you get the
picture. Over a two-month period, Charles explained,
“we created two dozen full-length musicals with
about 20 songs apiece.”
With names like “Inappropropriate Behavior”
and “Fantasy Scene,” improvisational themes may
seem just fun and games, but the process requires
intense focus and the results are not always comic.
“It’s really about listening and communicating,”
Charles said. “And being willing to reveal yourself.
Improv performers are emotional superheroes—
willing to take risks that ‘ordinary mortals’ are not. In
that way, they can be conduits for the audience,
dealing onstage with the kinds of issues others find
difficult to face. Understanding that spirit leads to
more honest and truthful material.”
That’s the spirit behind RIP, the Rollins Improv
Players, a student group of improvisationalists
Charles initiated into the craft shortly after he
arrived in 2003. Using both humor and poignancy in
their “games,” the troupe has performed for
numerous campus events. During orientation week,
for example, the players took ideas from an audience
of first-year students on the theme of “transitions”
and created vignettes that dealt with relevant issues
like homesickness and insecurity. “It was quite
successful, indeed,” said Charles, artistic director
and mentor to the group.
Stacy Norwood, a senior theater major and RIP
member, attributes the group’s success to Charles’
own motivating energy. “Dr. D. recognizes people’s
strengths and pushes them to go one step further.
He’s reminded me how much fun work and learning
can be.”
In many ways, Charles said, training as an
improvisational performer is about “unlearning.” “If
you don’t know you don’t know it, you’re open to
many more creative possibilities. Place a child in a
sandbox and she’ll see infinite possibilities of what
to do. Adults would find only two. Improv takes you
back to the sandbox.”—Robyn Allers

STATE OF What’s next?
THE ARTS
In the arts, where the avant-garde dates itself almost instantly, the question always arises:
What’s next?
“Perhaps a highly experimental course. A team-taught course to bring the arts together,”
Laws said. “Art students would be creating art, literature students would be writing in response to
the art, music students would compose, and so on. A kind of happening, bringing dance, music,
art, and literature together in a single venue. It would be a new step for Rollins in the arts.”
Rollins’ arts programs have been brought together under an interdisciplinary umbrella
dubbed ARC: the Arts at Rollins College, coordinated by Robyn Allers, so more collaboration is
a good bet. For Rollins, the possibilities seem endless.
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A threatening Hurricane Wilma luckily kept her distance and, while the weather was soggy,
the magic of Homecoming 2005 prevailed. Hundreds of alumni returned to Rollins in
October to enjoy the second annual fall Homecoming, traveling from as far away as
Boston, San Francisco, and, yes, Okinawa (nothing was going to keep Ayse Numan ’00
away from her 5th reunion!). Homecoming
offered a weeklong potpourri of events ranging
from the festive to the cultural to the educational. Guests reconnected at receptions,
rekindled friendships and memories at class dinners,
and revisited their college days during classroom sessions and student
events. The following pages will take you on a journey through the magical
moments of Homecoming 2005.
John and
Elizabeth
Schneide
r Peele ’7
6

PHOTOS

BY

JEFFREY SCOTT

(l-r) Diane “Deener’ Vigeant Matthews
’52 and Mary Martin Hayes

(l-r) Jennifer Famous ’09, Jessica Tuohey ’09, Sue Fortuna Dressler ’76,
Mary Wetzel Wismar-Davis ’76 ’80MBA, Stuart Blake Mutschler ’76, Carlee
Mutschler, and Elizabeth Schneider Peele ’76

Scott Hall ’74 ’75MBA
and and Beth Cherry

BY MARY WETZEL WISMAR-DAVIS ’76 ’80MBA

Students Offer Warm Welcome to Alumni
Part of the magic of Homecoming is alumni and students connecting—and this year Rollins students truly
got caught up in the excitement of the occasion, organizing student-sponsored events to ensure a warm
welcome for their predecessors. “It’s meaningful to get to know those who came before us and whose
support has helped make Rollins what it is today,” said Caitlin “Cat” McConnell ’07. “And by the same
token, by getting to know the students, alumni gain an understanding of where Rollins has come and what
they can do to help support the College in the future.” A host of
student organizations,
including Chi Omega,
the Black Student Union,
the Jewish Student
League, and the X-Club
fraternity, sponsored
receptions to welcome
alumni “home” and
familiarize them with
campus life today.
Mark Freeman ’76 (back) and students at
the pregame Tailgate Party

What Would Homecoming Be
Without “Football?”
The centerpiece Homecoming activity is a men’s soccer
game featuring the traditional procession of the Rollins
Homecoming court at halftime. This year, alumni and
students got pumped up for the game at a tailgate party
at the Alumni House before taking the stands at
Barker Family Stadium to cheer on the Tars as they
battled the University of Tampa at Cahall-Sandspur
Field. At halftime, Homecoming King Nick
Tanturri ’06 and Homecoming Queen Chrissy
Cardinell ’06 led their court across the field,
escorted by none other than Rollins’
own favorite, the wily Fox. The game
ended in fitting celebration as the
Tars defeated Tampa 4-2.

Homecoming King Nick Tanturri ’06 and
Queen Chrissy Cardinell ’06
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Good Sports for Good Causes
The Rollins swim team made a big splash at Homecoming 2005 by putting
on an exciting exhibition in celebration of the team’s 10th anniversary.
Homecoming also featured special memorial tournaments, including the 24th
Annual Bucky Copeland Memorial Tennis Tournament and four golf
tournaments: the 2nd Annual Rider Cup Scholarship Golf Tournament, held
in memory of Chris Rider ’82; the 2nd Annual A.J. Cotsalas Golf Tournament,
held in memory of A.J. Cotsalas ’96 and sponsored by the
Chi Psi Fraternity; the Nick Yerkes Scholarship Golf
Tournament, held in memory of Nick Yerkes ’92; and
the 1st Annual Ro Cheadle Memorial Golf Tournament,
held in memory of Ro Cheadle ’08 and sponsored by
Phi Delta Theta Fraternity.
(l-r) Greg Goldman ’00,
Laura Subrizi ’04, Nate
Morris ’99, and Brian
McCarthy ’99

Going Down in History
An important Homecoming tradition is inducting Rollins’ best former studentathletes into the College’s Sports Hall of Fame. This year, retired Tars athletic
director Phil Roach was on hand to honor the following standouts: Stacy Moss
Mager ’95 (women’s tennis), Barry Pelts ’89 (men’s tennis), Steve Bence ’94
(men’s soccer), and Oyvind Klausen ’88 (men’s soccer). Established in 1977, the
Hall of Fame now boasts a membership of more than 150 Rollins sports stars.
“Rollins’ Sports Hall of Fame is an appropriate way to honor the stellar athletes
and coaches who have contributed to Rollins’ tradition of excellence in athletics,”
said Sam Stark ’91, chair of the Sports Hall of Fame Committee. “The Tar
Booster Committee is thrilled to help revive the Hall of Fame and we look
forward to sustaining this important program.”

(l-r) Steven Bence ’94, Oyvind
Klausen ’88, former athletic
director Phil Roach, Stacy Moss
Mager ’95, and Barry Pelts ’89
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Alumni Relations Director Elizabeth Francetic celebrates
with alumni who participated in the Class of ’55 golf outing

Family Affair
At Homecoming 2005, the little kids had as much fun as the “big kids”!
There were plenty of family activities, including the popular Halloween
Howl, a 13-year student-sponsored campus tradition. Rollins students
went all out decorating their residence halls to provide spooky-but-safe
trick-or-treating for children from the Rollins and Central Florida
community. Moved into the McKean Gymnasium due to the inclement
weather, the Homecoming Barbecue proved that barbecues can be as
much fun indoors as outdoors! The event featured carnival games for
youngsters in addition to some mighty tasty grub. No doubt the “coolest”
Homecoming event, however, was the kick-off Ice Cream Social.

(l-r) Jennifer Musgrove ’08,
Jennifer Catti ’07, Tabatha
Curry ’09, and Jessie
Barker ’09

Pamela Tracy-Campbell
’80 and son Riley

Monica Hunsader
Contreras ’95 and
daughter Casey

(l-r) Smokey Sholley Clanton ’43 and
Peggy Caldwell Strong ’43

Music to Their Ears

(l-r) President
Lewis Duncan and
The Rev. Dan
Matthews ’55 ’86H

(l-r) Elizabeth Pyeatt ’09,
Katie Ijams ’09, and
Sarah Somogie ’09

Good music has always been part of the Rollins tradition, and Homecoming
2005 was no exception. This year, returning alumni had the unique opportunity
to be a part of the christening of the spectacular new John M. Tiedtke
Concert Hall in the newly renovated R. D. Keene Hall as two of Central
Florida’s finest musicians, Rollins artist-in-residence Chuck Archard and Per
Danielson, presented a Big Band Concert. In addition, the Rollins Chapel
Choir, joined by choir alumni and conducted by Peggy Sias Lantz ’55,
provided soulful music during the Sunday morning worship service in the
Knowles Memorial Chapel. Guest preacher The Rev. Daniel P. Matthews
’55 ’86H, former rector of Trinity Church, Wall Street, struck an emotional
chord with alumni with his nostalgic and uplifting sermon that reflected on
Rollins days gone by.

Former residents of Pinehurst Cottage gather for a photo at the Class of ’55 dinner
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Still the Most Beautiful Campus Around
The Rollins campus has seen many changes in recent years, including new facilities and landscape, but the charm of this SpanishMediterranean-style liberal arts college nestled between Lake Virginia and downtown Winter Park hasn’t changed a bit. Alumni had
the opportunity to take in something old and something new on a walking tour of the campus led by President Emeritus and
Professor of English Thaddeus Seymour ’82HAL ’90H, and the Homecoming schedule included ample time for wandering the
campus and revisiting Park Avenue.

President Emeritus and Professor of English Thaddeus Seymour leads
alumni on a campus walking tour

(l) Kurt ’95 and Carol Picton Wells ’94 and their three children Caroline, Whitney, and
Cannon, with Betsey McEachern and her children, Riley and Mia

Back to the Classroom
The opportunity to attend Friday morning class sessions not only took alumni
back in time, but also provided them with a glimpse of Rollins today and the
outstanding caliber of the faculty and students. George D. and Harriet W.
Cornell Scholar in Classical Studies and Associate Professor of Classical Art and
Archaeology Elise Friedland enlightened attendees on art of ancient Egypt and
the Near East; Associate Professor of English Bill Boles led a study of great
films from world cinema and key elements of filmmaking; and Swimming
Coach Rich Morris offered insights on the importance of self-awareness and
responsibility in maintaining health. One returning alumnus, Daniel Blair
’01, was a guest lecturer in Muticultural Affairs Director Donna Lee’s class.

Bill Bazley ’51 and wife Doris with granddaughter
Rachel Brenneman ’09

Associate Professor
Elise Friedland
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(l-r) Bill ’70 ’71MBA and Jane Wilson ’71 Bieberbach,
and Chuck Gordon ’68 and Lucy Cook ’72 Gordon

There’s No Place Like Home
One of the highlights of Homecoming was the dedication of Barker
House, the College’s new president’s residence. More than 200 alumni,
friends, and members of the Rollins community gathered at the beautiful
new lakefront home for the formal ribbon-cutting ceremony and to honor
Frank ’52 and Daryl Stamm ’53 Barker for their generous lead gift that
made the house possible. Located just east of the Rollins campus on the
shores of Lake Virginia, Barker House is the first on-campus residence for
College presidents and their families.
Frank Barker, who serves as chairman of Rollins’ Board of Trustees, and
his wife, Daryl, have been ardent supporters of their alma mater for many
years. In addition to Barker House, they have contributed funds for Daryl’s
Fitness Center in the Harold & Ted Alfond Sports Center, the Barker
Family Stadium at Cahall-Sandspur Field, the Barker Lobby in the Bush
Executive Center at the Crummer Graduate School of Business, the Barker Frank ’52 and Daryl Stamm ’53 Barker (far right) lead a ribbon-cutting
Flagpole, dormitory furnishings for the X-Club, and numerous academic
ceremony to formally dedicate the new Barker House.
and athletic initiatives.
During the Barker House dedication ceremony, Student Government
Association president Caitlin “Cat” McConnell ’07 described the house as “a symbol of the community atmosphere that we all live
and learn in here at Rollins.” The first floor of the house, and the pool and patio area it overlooks, will provide a wonderful setting for
hosting students and guests.
President Lewis Duncan, who has the good fortune of being the first Rollins president to occupy the home, thanked everyone who
helped make the house a reality. “My family and I love walking around Rollins and to campus events,” he said. “This home gives us
the opportunity to do that.”

Reliving the Past
Reuniting with old friends is what Homecoming is all about, and one of the best venues for that was
the 11th Annual Grove Party, sponsored by Bill Bieberbach ’70 ’71MBA and Tom duPont ’70. The
weather put a squeeze on the event this year, forcing its relocation from its usual lakeside setting to the
Wolf Lobby in the Harold & Ted Alfond Sports Center, but the camaraderie was as strong as ever.
From there, alumni moved into the McKean Gymnasium for good food and fun across the generations
at the All-Campus Reception.

(l-r) Mary Tarr Crouch ’55, Jon
Simmons, Kit Johnson Rutledge
’52, Burt Rutledge, Mary Ann
"Winkie" Colado Page ’57, and
Reid Page

Celebrating Class Anniversaries
Festive parties on Saturday evening provided an opportunity to
celebrate special class anniversaries. Member of the Class of ’55
celebrated at a favorite old Rollins haunt, Dubsdread Country
Club, on Friday evening, then received 50th-anniversary
medallions on Saturday at a reception and dinner at Winter
Park’s University Club; alumni of the ’60s, ’70s, and ’80s
gathered at the Woman’s Club of Winter Park, where they
celebrated the decades and honored the Classes of ’65, ’75, ’80,
and ’85 over dinner and dancing; and alumni of the ’90s and
’00s honored the Classes of ’95 and ’00 at a party at the
Winter Park Farmers Market.

(l-r) David Jaffray ’55, Nancy Siebens Binz ’55, Pat Murray, Phil Murray ’55, Mary
Tarr Crouch ’55, and Jon Simmons

(l-r) Kurt Wells ’95, Monica Hunsader Contreras ’95, Charles Curry ’98MBA, Melissa Dent Curry ’95
’99MAC, and Dan McEachern ’97

(l-r) Nancy Siebens
Binz ’55, Cindy
Ross Vickers ’55,
and Bebo
Boothby Bell ’55

Emily Klamer-McCutchan '65 '87 and husband Allen
McCutchan

Harpoon Rocks!

Harpoon groupies
Mary WismarDavis ’76 ’80MBA
(r) and Sue Fortuna
Dressler ’76

But for a few more pounds and a few less hairs, you’d think they were
still a bunch of college kids! Three decades after the ’70s heyday of
Harpoon at Rollins, band members Tim Coons ’76, Frank Joseph
’75, Steve Mutschler ’75 ’76MBA, Scott Hall ’74 ’75MBA, and Skip
Masland ’76, accompanied by guest drummer Chris Wuerger, reunited
for a magical evening of good ol’ rock-n-roll at the Homecoming
Decades Party. They flew in from all over the country and had just three
days to rehearse (at Coons’ Winter Park studio) before performing to an
alumni crowd that included many of their old “groupies.” And they
didn’t miss a beat. “Harpoon rocked—these are seriously outstanding
musicians!” said Sue Fortuna Dressler ’76. “It was truly generous of
the band members to provide us all with a perfect soundtrack for a
spectacular evening. And it was especially fun for me to have my
daughter, Jessica, a Rollins
freshman, there!” The event
was such a success that we’re
hoping for an encore
Harpoon performance at
next year’s Homecoming.

(l-r) Frank Joseph ’75
and Tim Coons ’76

Boys in the Band
(l-r) Frank Joseph ’75, Chris Wuerger, Steve Mutschler ’75 ’76MBA, Skip Masland
’76, Scott Hall ’74 ’75MBA, and Tim Coons ’76

Tim Coons ’76
(l-r) Frank Joseph ’75,
Steve Mutschler ’75 ’76MBA,
and Skip Masland ’76

Steve ’75 ’76MBA and
Stuart Blake Mutschler ’76

Acoustic guitar and vocals
Hometown: Winter Park, FL
Career: Music producer (original
producer of the Backstreet Boys);
president and founder, Atlantic
Hill Music Inc.; currently working
on songs for Jo Jo, Leslie Carter,
and Ball in The House
Spotlight: Still loves to sing with
his brother in the Orlando area

Scott Hall ’74 ’75MBA
Lead guitar
Hometown: Berea, Ohio
Career: President, Williams Ford,
where he has worked for 30 years
Spotlight: Still performs in three
local bands

Frank Joseph ’75
Bass guitar and vocals
Hometown: San Juan
Capistrano, CA

Career: Loan consultant and
construction specialist,
Washington Mutual Home Loans
Spotlight: Songwriter with
ASCAP or BMI since 1978

Skip Masland ’76
Vocals and tambourine
Hometown: Casselberry, FL
Professional Career: Creative
director, First Marketing Group;
author of the William Willya
series of children’s books
Spotlight: Wrote lyrics for Mandy
Moore song

Steve Mutschler ’75
’76MBA
Lead guitar and vocals
Hometown: Vienna, VA
Career: CEO, Blake Contracting
Services, Inc.
Spotlight: Still performs with his
Washington, DC-area rock band,
The Rita Rocks Band
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Q&A ALUMNI PERSPECTIVES

{

“If you could choose your dream job,
what would it be and why?”

Bert Roper ’48

Bob Wilson ’50

beroper@iag.net

ewilson4@rochester.rr.com

My dream job would be sharing
“Management One” with people who
are curious about how they manage
themselves, are willing to make
behavioral changes that seem useful, and dialog about results. Since
attending Rollins for one quarter in
1948 and during the last 55 years of
earning a living, one of my goals has
been to “be in excellent health” for the
last 20 or so years of my life (age 80
to 100+) and contributing to my community. Sessions totaling about 10
hours would be the target time for studying the ideas which now
comprise my “structure for existence,” with additional feedback
times that seem appropriate to continue learning together with
each group of participants. M1 is the concentration of learning
in this arena and happily I am in great health now at 82.

Pat Trumbull Howell-Copp ’61
callacopp@aol.com
My dream job would be to work in the
real estate field. Where better than in
Florida, a true tropical paradise? I have
been lucky to have chosen a profession
that I have enjoyed since 1972 when I
first got my real estate license in New
York. Since that time, I have moved to
Florida, taken numerous courses to
help my expertise, and had a very successful career. There is a freedom to
our business as to hours worked, the
joy of seeing clients get the home of their dreams, and the opportunity to enjoy a lifestyle of one’s choosing. It is a career that is
“helping others,” whether it is to buy or sell or invest. Especially on
the Gulf Coast, each day is like being on vacation.

QUESTION

FOR THE NEXT ISSUE:

“If you could have dinner with
anyone, living or dead, who
would it be and why?”
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}

I have the perfect job. I'm still working
as an orthopedic surgeon, not performing surgery but opining whether
surgery should be done. I get paid for
doing what I enjoy most. The job also
keeps me connected to the real world.
It entails studying to stay up to date. It
requires some judgment, and I still
have contact with and, to a slight
degree, influence the real world.

Mike Deaver ’97 ’00MACCT
MDeaver@exitrealtymax.com
I am living my dream job right now.
I am the serving as the director of
business development for EXIT
Realty Max in Maitland, Florida and
am the owner of the Deaver Real
Estate Team. At EXIT Realty, I am
charged with counseling experienced and new real-estate agents
as they make “The Broker Choice”
decision about with which broker
they will hang their license. At the
Deaver Real Estate Team, we
receive many referrals from fellow
Rollins alumni requesting assistance for family and friends
with their real estate transactions. It’s ideal because I am
close to family (my dad, Dr. Philip Deaver, is an English
professor and writer-in-residence at Rollins), friends, and
past Rollins classmates. We are able to help alumni as far
away as California and New York sell and buy homes through
our website, Rollins-Realtor.com.

We want to hear from you! Please e-mail or mail your answer
(150 words maximum) and a photograph of yourself (digital
photos must be in jpg format, minimum 300 dpi) to Laura
Cole ’04 at alumni@rollins.edu or 1000 Holt Avenue - 2736,
Winter Park, FL 32789. Deadline: Monday, March 20, 2006.
Note: Rollins reserves all editorial rights and final decisions for
inclusion of Q&A submissions.

ALUMNI OF NOTE

Rollins College is proud of its alumni, who are actively
contributing to the health, wealth, productivity, harmony,
spiritual guidance, and hope of citizens throughout the
world. To help spread the good news, each issue of the
Rollins Alumni Record features “Alumni of Note.” If you
know of any alumni who should be spotlighted, please
contact the Alumni Relations office at 1-800-799-ALUM or
e-mail us at alumni@rollins.edu.

Creative Director ■ The rapid success of
Olga M. Viso ’87, who was appointed director
of the Hirshhorn Museum and Sculpture
Garden at the Smithsonian Institution in
Washington, D.C. in September, comes as
no surprise to President Emeritus Thaddeus
Seymour. As a Rollins sophomore, the ambitious art major convinced Seymour to allow
her to organize exhibits of artwork by
students and alumni in the newly completed
Olin Library. With the president’s sponsorship, she developed a gallery space and
worked with the Cornell Fine Arts Museum
staff to display the art and publish brochures
for the shows. “I didn’t hesitate for a second,”
Seymour said. “I can’t imagine saying no to
Olga for anything. She’s so talented, enthusiastic, and energetic…a sunny presence.”
Today, Viso radiates that same exuberance as she leads one of the
most distinguished museums in the country. At the Hirshhorn, she provides the artistic vision and leadership—including strategic planning and
daily management of the museum, its staff, and its national advisory
board of trustees—to maintain the museum’s position at the vanguard
of modern and contemporary art for the nation. “I like to think that
people come to the Hirshhorn to take a pulse on the art scene,” Viso
said. “We help them navigate what’s going on all over the world in
terms of the visual arts.”
Viso credits her parents with supporting her interest in art from an
early age. Exiled during the Castro administration, the Cuban émigrés
met in the United States and settled in West Melbourne, Florida, where
their daughter was born and raised. True to their traditional Cuban
focus on family, Viso’s parents preferred that she attend college in Florida.
She chose Rollins, where she pursued a major in studio art and a minor
in business, graduating summa cum laude in 1987 as class valedictorian.
Viso launched her career with an internship at Atlanta’s High
Museum of Art and progressed to the position of curatorial assistant in
modern and contemporary art by the time she graduated cum laude
from Emory University with a master’s degree in art history in 1992.
She relocated to West Palm Beach in 1993 to accept the assistant curator
position at the Norton Museum of Art. The impressive record she established there led to the job of assistant curator at the Hirshhorn in 1995.
Viso progressed to curator of contemporary art at the Hirshhorn

PHOTO BY ED CUNICELLI

Olga M. Viso ’87
before becoming deputy director of the museum and finally accepting the directorship this
fall. She is now in the process of developing a
master plan for the museum’s 30-year-old
physical plant, increasing acquisitions of global
works (particularly Asian and Latin American
art) for the Hirshhorn collection, and expanding the museum’s photography component.
Viso credits Rollins with introducing her to
the concept of globalization. “Meeting international students from places like Germany,
Great Britain, and Sweden every day on campus made it less scary for me to venture into
the world when the time came,” she said.
“The interdenominational services offered at
Knowles Chapel and events like Passover
Seders at the Sullivan House gave me a
broader understanding of other cultural

practices and traditions.”
Elaborating on her vision for the Hirshhorn, Viso said, “The
Smithsonian mission is to increase and diffuse knowledge and enhance
public understanding of the culture of the world in sciences, visual arts,
the humanities. As the nation’s museum of modern and contemporary
art, we hope to make the Hirshhorn an even more comfortable,
dynamic place to engage in the art of our time.”
In 2004, Viso’s interest in her cultural background led her to curate a
highly successful retrospective of the work of the late Cuban-American
artist Ana Mendieta. Ana Mendieta: Earth Body, Sculpture and
Performance 1972-1985 opened at the Whitney Museum of American
Art in New York City before traveling to the Hirshhorn, the Des
Moines Art Center, and the Miami Art Museum. Discussing the show,
Viso recalled one of the moments of art appreciation that make her
work so rewarding. A father and son visiting the Hirshhorn for the
exhibition were particularly intrigued by an image of Mendieta
performing one of her signature pieces from the Silueta Series. In these
haunting presentations, the artist covered her body with flowers and
earth, drew the outline of her figure with rocks and grasses, and set her
silhouette alight with candles, fire, and gunpowder, creating an eerie
fusion of human and landscape. “You know, Dad,” the young man
remarked, “it’s like everything she touched turned out to be beautiful.”
He could very well have been talking about Olga Viso.
—Nancy Shelton ’00 ’04MLS
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Janis Hirsch ’72
Funny Girl ■ Most of Larry Shulman’s most embarrassing moments
wind up on television. Take, for instance, the time he was convinced
that construction crews working on a nearby project could see into his
bathroom window—never mind the fact that most of the window was
frosted, or that the construction crew worked miles away, or that they
would have to have telescopes capable of twisting into some funky
angles. Larry made the mistake of telling his wife about his paranoia,
and that season, on My Wife and Kids, the lead character (played by
Damon Wayans) had the same dilemma.
Poor Larry. That’s what he gets for marrying comedy writer Janis
Hirsch. As far as she’s concerned, everything is fodder for her to take to
the office—the writing rooms of My Wife and Kids and Will & Grace,
for which she’s also a co-executive producer. “I mine most of my
husband’s private moments for a cheap laugh,” she said.
In her senior year at Rollins, Janis Hirsch started selling subscriptions to National Lampoon on campus. She didn’t rake in a whole lot
of cash, but that led to a real job at the Lampoon, which allowed her
to meet some of comedy’s best—John Belushi, Chevy Chase, Gilda
Radner, and Chris Guest. Three years later, she took a very different
career path and began writing publicity copy for a private firm.
When her manager told her she should start writing for TV, she
had no idea such a job existed, but she gave it a shot and worked on a
spec script for a Laverne & Shirley episode in which they work as extras
in a gladiator flick. Hirsch admits that when she sat down to write that

script, she had no idea what she
was doing. But she managed to
pull something together and it
must have been funny. When
Jonathan Weiss ’74, a stand-in on
a show called Love, Sydney, invited
her to their holiday party, she
went, she schmoozed, she
conquered—landing her first real
writing job.
That was more than 20 years
ago, and Hirsch believes she’s the
“oldest female sitcom writer” out there today. Since she slid her way
into comedy, the momentum of Hirsch’s career hasn’t stopped. In
1985, she wrote the hit teen movie Girls Just Want to Have Fun,
starring a young Sarah Jessica Parker, all the while making a name for
herself in the writing rooms of sitcoms like It’s Garry Shandling’s Show,
Murphy Brown, Frasier (for which she and her team were nominated
for an Emmy), and The Nanny.
Nowadays, she spends her time in writing rooms and on sets
brainstorming, writing, rewriting, watching rehearsals, and rewriting
again. Lately, she and the writing team for Will & Grace have been
hashing out ideas for their second live show of the season. Time for
Larry to do something embarrassing!—Maureen Harmon

Dana Robins Ivey ’63
Drama Queen ■ Dana Ivey is
truly a woman of the theater. Sure,
she’s been in films, most recently
Legally Blonde 2 and Two Weeks
Notice, and she’s made appearances
on television shows like Frasier, The
Practice, and Sex and the City. Film
and television appearances pay well
and according to Ivey, they can be
fun and challenging, but her real
love is theater. “Theater is more real,” Ivey said. “It’s real people in the
same space as the audience. And once it’s gone, it’s gone.”
After Rollins, Ivey began to work extensively in regional theaters in
Canada and the United States. But the draw of Broadway beckoned
and she settled in New York, working odd jobs and small performances
to pay the bills. Most actresses can tell you about the moment they realized they’d “made it” in New York City. For Ivey, it was on the stage at
the city’s Circle in the Square Theatre, where she played Monica Reed
in Present Laughter. For six months, Ivey worked alongside theater great
George C. Scott. She went on to perform in Heartbreak House in 1983
and Sunday in the Park with George, a Stephen Sondheim musical, in
1984. Her role in each play won her a Tony nomination, and there
would be more to come. She was nominated again in 1997 for playing
Boo Levy in The Last Night of Ballyhoo at the Helen Hayes Theatre on
Broadway. Most recently, Ivey received her fourth Tony nomination for
her performance in The Rivals, as Mrs. Malaprop.
But those nominations don’t take away from her other work.
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“Almost everything on my résumé is something I’m proud to have
done,” she said. Ivey has been hailed for her comedic performances,
winning a Drama Desk Award and two Obies. She’s worked with big
names in Hollywood and on Broadway like Lauren Bacall, Kevin Kline,
Rosemary Harris, Sigourney Weaver, and Ethan Hawke.
Now, Ivey is on the other end of the Tony decision-making
process. She gets a vote as a member of the Actors’ Equity Council.
That means she’s not only busy working the stage, she’s also a member
of many Broadway audiences—sometimes seeing as many as three
shows a week.
Though it may seem like theater takes all of her time, Ivey is
interested in the world outside of Broadway. In October, she traveled to
Iran with the Archaeological Institute of America to see Persepolis. She
became so interested in Iran that she traveled to the British Museum in
London to explore an exhibit on Ancient Persia, which included some
works from the National Museum in Tehran.
But the theater called again, and she had to cut the visit short so
she could begin rehearsing for another Shaw play, Mrs. Warren’s
Profession, in which she will play the title character. The show tells the
story of a mother forced into prostitution by poverty and her hope to
earn the respect of her daughter. Though considerably tame to
audiences in 2006, the show caused quite an uproar when it originally
opened in 1905, with cast members being arrested for disorderly
conduct. In fact, the centennial-anniversary production at The Irish
Repertory Theatre in New York has been so popular that its run has
been extended, marking yet another successful milestone in Ms. Ivey’s
profession.—Maureen Harmon

Charlotte Probasco Corddry ’61
Consummate Collector ■ Back in the 1950s, Charlotte Probasco
Corddry impressed her teachers and parents with a paper titled “Pablo
Picasso and the Advance of Cubist Extraction.” A pretty heavy topic for
an eighth-grader. She had a love of art all through high school and even
tried to create her own art when she was at Rollins, but she quickly gave
it up. “I was a good enough critic even then,” Corddry said, “to know I
wouldn’t be successful.”
Corrdry met her husband when they both worked at Proctor and
Gamble in Cincinnati, and the two began to collect what they could
afford: prints. As his career took off (he eventually became a senior vice
president and director for H.J. Heinz Co.), the couple started to make
larger purchases by delving into the world of original pieces that they
worked to acquire from dealers, auctions, and sometimes the artists
themselves. “It wasn’t until about 10 years ago that we realized we were
real collectors,” Corddry said.
The Corddrys’ home in Florida proves that they are, indeed, real collectors. Their home-turned-private-museum holds pieces by Robert
Rauschenberg and Sam Francis, a Lindner, a Lichtenstein, and a Léger
sculpture. They even constructed a wall large enough to hold a 17-foot
Pat Steir painting. But the Corddrys don’t hole up in their home and
admire their own pieces; they like to share. Plenty of their neighbors and
visitors stop to have a look at the nine-foot-tall ceramic sculpture of a
nude on the Corddrys’ beachfront property on Payette Lake in Idaho (the

piece is by Viola Frey), and in
January, a group of art students
from Swarthmore College—
Paul’s alma mater—and their
art professors viewed the
Corddry collection on a tour
through their Naples home.
Corrdry always tries to keep
an eye on what’s new in the art
world—even the unfamiliar. “I
have a fierce dislike of museums
that are afraid of anything controversial,” she said, “—in traditional art or art that’s made of tofu.” (It
does exist, by the way. She’s been to a tofu art exhibit.) Keeping up to
date on the happenings in the contemporary art world serves Corddry
well in her roles in the communities in which she lives (in addition to their
homes in Idaho and Naples, the couple has an apartment in New York).
Corddry supports the Naples Museum of Art (along with her husband), is
on the advisory council for the Art Gallery at Florida Gulf Coast University,
is a chair of the National Advisory Council for the Boise Art Museum,
and recently started an art interest group for women in the Naples League
Club. And, of course, knowing the ins and outs of art also helps her
figure out what piece she wants to purchase next.—Maureen Harmon

Sally Albrecht ’76
Songbird ■ At the time it
didn’t seem like a big deal. Sally
Albrecht received an earlymorning phone call, and the
voice on the other end asked
what she was doing in 20 minutes. There was a choral reading
for teachers at the Middle
School and High School Choral
Festival at the University of Miami, where Albrecht was working on
her second master’s degree, and the choral department had forgotten
to get an accompanist. So Albrecht filled in. The director was Pete
Keeper, then-president of Shawney Press, the leading choral publications house at the time. When he offered Albrecht a job, she gave up
her dream of becoming a theater director on Broadway. “I realized
there was more to life than playing the same show eight times a
week,” she said.
At Shawney, she met her husband, Jay Althouse, a composer and
choral director himself. Together they moved to Alfred Publishing
Company, another big-time publishing house specializing in music.
It was there that Albrecht became the director of school choral and
classroom publications. It’s her job to keep choral music alive in
schools and among young singers. To do that, she and Althouse head
to a little recording studio in Pennsylvania every year to write and
record new choral hits, which they later publish and pass on to choral
directors and instructors at the annual Music Educators National
Convention. Throughout the year, Albrecht and Althouse also work

to create student songbooks, like It’s a Zoo Out There! Animals A to Z
and It’s a Wonderful World: Countries A to Z. Through these songbooks,
the couple not only teach students new music, they help them learn
about zoo animals and geography while they’re at it. Albrecht latched
on to that idea of creating a cross curriculum through tunes, and is
now at work on a series of CDs called Sally and Andy Sing and Learn,
which she compiled with her pal Andy Beck, a choral editor at Alfred.
It has always been Albrecht’s dream to work with the performers
themselves, though instead of working with Broadway stars day in
and day out, she works with regular kids at Alfred Publishing Music
Festivals. Her job in a nutshell? “The students don’t know the person
next to them, in front of them, or behind them,” Albrecht said. “I
mold them into a little team.” She might spend as little as a few hours
or as much as a few days working with a particular choir, teaching
them music and what she calls “choralography,” choreographing
movements to each piece. (That can be trickier than it sounds—
remember, these kids are packed tightly on risers.)
When the students finally do perform, the show is unique—
Albrecht composes a song for each choir she works with, and when
the students belt it out on stage, it is the first time the piece is performed in a show. Albrecht is working now on a piece titled “I hear
America Singing!” to be debuted by the National Honors Choir at
the Keynote Choral Festival at the Kennedy Center this spring
(fellow Rollins alum David Patrick ’77 is in charge of the festival).
It’s clear Albrecht looks forward to these performances as much as her
students: “There’s nothing like putting on a show,” she said.
—Maureen Harmon
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CONNECTED FOR LIFE!

Rollins in

THE BIG APPLE

Rollins alumni and friends on CBS’s The Saturday Early Show
(l-r) Mary Martin Hayes ’55, Jim Hayes,
Graceann Reese, and John Reese ’61

T

his past fall, 24 Rollins alumni, family, and friends gathered in New York City
with Professor Emeritus of Theatre Arts and Dance S. Joseph Nassif for the
second excursion of the Alumni Association Travel Program. From legendary
Broadway shows and intriguing museums to delicious restaurants and infamous
shopping, alumni enjoyed the endless wealth and wonders of the “Big Apple.”
To kick off the weekend, the group joined over a hundred tri-state-area alumni for a
reception at the Ritz-Carlton New York. Every morning, an informal, yet animated,
discussion on the arts was led by Nassif. Afternoons were filled with guided tours of the
dynamic collections of the Museum of Modern Art and The Metropolitan Museum of
Art. On Saturday morning, about half of the group awoke early to appear live on CBS’s
The Saturday Early Show. Dressed in their Rollins apparel, alumni cheered and waved
banners during their two on-camera appearances.

“

We thoroughly enjoyed the weekend in
New York City. We often forget how
wonderful and vibrant the city really is.
We loved the shows, having Joe do commentary,
and just taking in all the surroundings of the
city. The alumni staff was helpful and I’d recommend future trips enthusiastically.

“

—Taylor ’72 and Rita Metcalfe

The highlight of the trip was seeing two Tony Award-winning musicals, Monty Python’s
Spamalot and Avenue Q (produced Sonny Everett ’59). Following both performances,
the group met with some of the cast to get an insider’s perspective on the world of theater.
Some trip participants also opted to see the imaginative and awe-inspiring production of
The Lion King, while others took in other matinee performances.
After a weekend of catching up on the
latest Broadway musicals and taking
in the numerous sights of the city, the
trip came to an end with a farewell
brunch at the Warwick Hotel. Even
though the curtain has fallen on this
Rollins road show, the connections
made and memories shared will last
for many years to come.

To view more New York City photos, visit

http://www.rollins.edu/alumni/
events/photos/
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—Elaine Worth
(l-r) Aimee Birdsong ’04, Kara Winslow ’04, Matt
Coffman, and Stacey Coffman ’01 ’04MLS

CLASS NEWS

Class News Editor: Laura J. Cole ’04

I 1950
Jolie Wheeler Riggs sends news that
Forest Hill High School in West Palm
Beach, FL dedicated and named their
new stadium, Bobby Riggs Football
Stadium, in memory of her husband,
who was assistant director, head football
coach, and, later, principal of the school.

I 1951
Jackie Smith Johnson welcomed her
first great-grandchild, who was born in
March in Japan.

I 1952
Widowed last year, Ruth Hall Carrick
is contemplating returning to the U. S.
to live. For the time being, however,
she is still enjoying life in Spain. After
30 years living abroad in Switzerland
and Mexico, Alys Oglesby Honey
moved to Austin, TX in 1982. She
writes, “I love Texas, and Austin is very
special.” Robert Newhouse and his
wife, Mary, operate a small bed and
breakfast facility on Block Island, RI.
They are both involved with Block
Island’s environmental issues and are on
the board of “Scenic Block Island.”

I 1957
Jonathan Dunn-Rankin celebrated his
“Diamond Jubilee” (75th birthday) on
November 6 and concluded six years as
board member and five years as president of the Diversionary Theatre in
San Diego, CA. After living in Florida
for 49 years, where she raised her four
children and was an Elementary school
teacher, Evaline Fishman McMullen
spent the last three years living in
Oklahoma with her youngest daughter.
She is now moving back to Florida and
will live in Bonita Springs. She writes,
“I have kept in contact with Pat Barlowe
Reamy and Eugene “Skip” Conley.”

I 1959
Larry and D.A. Sharp Hitner have
retired to St. George, UT and are
enjoying the red rocks, the National
Parks, and the proximity to Las Vegas.
Larry worked in higher education and
his last position was vice president of
seminary relations at the Louisville

Presbyterian Theological Seminary in
KY. With one daughter married to a
French international businessman,
Larry and D.A. have traveled to some
great places, including Bangkok, Hong
Kong, various European countries, and,
most recently,
Tunisia. Daniel
Smith is dating
a woman who
plays Minnie
Mouse at Walt
Disney World.
He writes, “Of
course, I wear my gold Mickey and a
lot of his clothes. Mickey has found his
Minnie!”

and her husband, George Kelly, now
have three grandsons. She writes,
“George and I are astonished that our
oldest grandson is already seventeen
and planning ahead for college.”

I 1961
Dale Corcoran Oakley is now retired,
loves to travel, and has a 4-year-old
granddaughter, Anna Bryn Williams.
In 1982, Dale received a master’s
degree in public administration from
Ole Miss. Bill Bentley has started writing a book and still does oil paining,
while his wife, Sara, does pastels. He
writes, “If anyone is in the Asheville,
NC area, please stop in or call. We love

READER RESPONSE
EDITOR:
Just a small note of a congratulatory nature
regarding the exquisite Fall 2005 “Florida
Impact” issue of the Rollins Alumni Record.
The entire magazine was fascinating to read
and I was extremely impressed with the
articles and the quality of the writing along
with the design and photographs. It was
heartwarming to see the incredible strides
Rollins has made over the years as documented in the U.S. News &
World Report rankings. I have already sent out copies of the U.S.
News article to family and friends. I look forward to your upcoming
editions. Keep up the great work! —Gerald Sprayregen ’56

I 1960
Since retiring, Anita Tanner
Daubenspeck and her husband, David,
have been enjoying traveling for fun to
Western Europe, British Columbia,
and Russia; to visit family in Illinois,
Massachusetts, and Oregon; to visit
friends in Colorado, California,
Washington, and Louisiana; and to
attend a geology camp in Montana.
Anita writes, “I’m reading those
books—good and bad—and volunteering in the community, both of
which I’ve been promising myself I’d
do over the years.” In 2004, Sandra
Whittington retired a second time, this
time from WellStar Health Systems.
Phyllis Zatlin (see Alumni in the Arts,
p. 38) still teaches at Rutgers University.
With the birth of Michael in 2004, she

to see old alums.” Patricia Trumbull
Howell-Copp and her husband,
Norm, have a 2-year-old Weimaraner
named Max, who
is part of their
team as realtors
with RE/MAX
Gulstream and
goes to work
with them daily.
Their ads now
read, “Manatee Max says ‘Call a Copp’:
Norm or Pat.” Patricia writes, “Clients
love his friendly nature, and he has
brought us much joy.”

I 1962
After retiring from being both a school
guidance counselor and a summer
camp director, Erik Kroll is now a real

estate salesperson. He is the grandfather
of two young boys, who belong to his
son, Glenn Kroll ’93. Erik’s daughter,
Bonnie, was married in October.

I 1964
After working for 23 years for a local
printing company, Wendy Draper
Prest has retired and is spending her
free time pursuing her love of photographing flowers. She writes, “I love
having a granddaughter and can hardly
wait for her sister to be born in
December.” After a 38-year career in
the Foreign Service, Rusty Deming
retired from the State Department last
year. He and his wife, Kris Bracewell
Deming ’62, remain in Washington,
DC, where Rusty is teaching at the
Johns Hopkins School for Advanced
International Studies.

I 1966
John Pistor ’67MBA sends news that
his son, Shawn Mako Pistor ’95, married Dena Block in the Knowles
Memorial Chapel on November 19,
2005. A retired English teacher,
Cassandra Northway Hancock
received an MA in English in 1977 and
a PhD in 1989 from the University of
Miami. She reports that daughter Lucia
is the mother of two and has her MA
in psychology from Leslie College; son
John serves in the U.S. Army and is on
his second tour of duty in Iraq; and son
David teaches English in Mexico and is
on track for an MA in judicial interpreting. After retiring in November,
Harry Smith and his wife, Deborah,
are spending their time visiting grandchildren in NJ and are traveling
between a home in the Dallas area and
a country home in east TX. Sheila
Stacy Handrahan is a retired teacher
and spends lots of time with her family,
especially her grandchildren, Josh and
Carly Connor, who are the loves of her
life. Sheila also sends sad news that her
former husband, David L. Connor, Sr.,
died suddenly of a heart attack on
7/24/05 while attending a NASCAR
event in the Poconos.

I 1967
Joe Bohannon ’68MBA recently retired
from SunTrust Bank in Washington,
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I 1971
SALLY HAZELET DRUMMOND ’46 ■ PIONEER OF
ABSTRACT EXPRESSIONISM
When Sally Hazelet
Drummond arrived in
New York after a year
spent in Venice on a
Fulbright Grant, many of
the local artists were
living downtown where
the rents were cheap.
But most worked to get
shows in galleries uptown, because that’s
where the major galleries were.
One group of artists
had a different plan, however. Instead of working
to get uptown, the group, which included
Charles Cajori, William King, Lois Dodd, Fred
Mitchell, and Angelo Ippolito, decided to split
the $90 rent to open the Tanager Gallery, a
cooperative show space on East 10th Street.
Drummond joined them in 1953, a year after
the gallery opened, and found a place to exhibit her own work at a time when abstract expressionist art was just making its way into the
mainstream.
The artists did everything at Tanager—the
painting, the hanging, the lighting. At first, none
of the critics or buyers came. But the artists did.
They crowded into the little gallery for shows,
sipped cheap wine, and admired the work of
their peers—a group that was forging the way
for other abstract expressionists. “Abstract
expressionism is emotional,” Drummond
explained. “It’s hard to control, so you can tell
the good ones from the bad ones. Often,
there’s no subject but the paint itself.” The new
techniques eventually lured the critics, and the
buyers, and now there are plenty of galleries in
lower Manhattan.
A few years after Tanager closed in 1962,

DC, where he was a senior vice president and manager of special assets.
After 36 years, Joe and his family have
returned to Florida and are residing in
Vero Beach. The Virginian-Pilot
announces that Harry Lester was
named president of the Eastern
Virginia Medical School Board of
Visitors in March and has decided to
continue through at least September
2007. He has been working hard to
repair EVMS’ financial and managerial
structure, as well as its relations with
local healthcare providers.
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Drummond headed to
France on a Guggenheim
Fellowship. When she
returned to the States, she
held another exhibit in
New York’s Fischbach
gallery. But when artists
there started moving
toward realism, Drummond
felt like a fifth wheel with
her abstract paintings.
She left and didn’t join
another gallery for several years. That’s not to say
she quit working; though
she wasn’t a realist, she
continued to paint.
Drummond’s technique is a form of
pointillism, reflecting the influence of the 19thcentury French painter Georges Seurat,
whose forms were built up by a series of small
dots. As a minimalist, Drummond’s quest is to
present a single compelling image. “Before
I adopted a pointillist technique,” laughs
Drummond, “in my effort to eliminate
unessential shapes, sometimes I found myself
facing a blank canvas, and I would have to
pick myself up and put something on it.”
By the early ’70s, Drummond was doing
shows again. Her work has seen some of the
big venues, including the Museum of Modern
Art, the Metropolitan Museum, and the Whitney
Museum. At 81, she continues to paint, though
admittedly not quite as much as she used to.
Her paintings were shown most recently at the
Alexandre Gallery in New York. All 14 paintings
in the exhibit are square, compsed of masses
of dots, but they’re all different. At least
Drummond hopes so. She laughed, “I hope
they’re not too much like Life Savers.”
—Maureen Harmon

I 1968
After more than 30 years in corporate
business, Ben Griffin ’69MBA
launched his own company,
PerformanceCatalyst designs, which
develops and facilitates workshops and
programs. He and his wife, Rita, live
part-time in Maryland and part-time in
Ft. Myers, FL so they can spend more
time with their three grandchildren. In
September, Sandy Christian Deagman
hosted a reunion at her Nantucket
vacation home that included Sherry
Askren Walker of Tallahassee, FL;
Lauri Reger Griffith of Jacksonville,

FL; Sandy Voran Meslis of Truckee,
CA; and Susan Haddock of
Crestwood, MO. Sherri Blodgett

Mona Schallau Guerrant recently voyaged around the world as a staff member on Semester at Sea. She writes that
she “has been inspired to give and raise
funds to help women in the Third
World through microcredit lending.”
After taking an early retirement with
SunTrust, Roberta Hartt Cooper now
works with A. G. Edwards. She writes,
“I would love to hear from my Rollins
alumni friends.”

I 1973
Ron and Mary Ann Geiger Soldo ’74
inform us that their son, Matthew, is
following in his father’s footsteps: he
has enrolled in the MBA program at
the University of Pennsylvania’s
Wharton School of Business, where
Ron received his MBA in 1975.

I 1976
Bill MacLean is in his second year of
seminary and is working as a consultant with U.S. Bank in Minneapolis.
He reports that son Ted is a senior at
Colorado State, daughter Anna is a
freshman at Amherst College, and
daughters Grace and Julia “are still
potential Rollins students.” Jo
Gawthrop and Kathleen Wingard ’75
reconnected and spent eight “great
days” in Maui. Steve Schott is vice
president of capital campaign on the
New York Junior Tennis League. On
the tennis circuit, Steve runs into
Connie Peters Jones and Emily
Whalen De Mello ’84; and on the golf

circuit, he often sees Jack Krips ’79. He
writes, “Take care everybody!” In
November, Elliot Sheftel attended a
gathering of alumni at Golden Ocala
Golf and Country Club, hosted by
Cliff Wilson ’76HH, that included
John Bennett ’75, John “Doc” Faber
’75, Bob Birdsong ’75, Bob Coons
’75, John Ourisman ’75, John
Lowman ’73, and Dave Boone ’75.

I 1977

writes, “I would love to hear from my
classmates. I’ve lost touch and feel like
I’m missing out.”

Catharine Pixley McLaury is spending
her 10th year in Paris as assistant to the
athletic director at the American School
of Paris.

I 1978
Over the years, Susu Dishman
Dougherty has spent many happy
times and Kentucky Derbys with Susie

Greer Craig ’76. Susu and Susie shared
a box at the 2005 Kentucky Derby
with Todd Munson.

I 1980
Sheila Abbott Musante and her husband, Carl, still live in College Park, FL
after 21 years. Working for Comair,
Sheila commutes from Orlando to
Cincinnati and worries about the
future of Delta. She writes, “I still love
flying, but retirement may be around
the corner!” In July 2004, Phylis
Crosby Wright and her family moved
to the Albuquerque, NM area. Her
daughters, Hannah and Cassia, are at a
Christian school and doing well.

I 1981
Steve Todd and his wife, Robin, celebrated their 20th wedding anniversary
in September. They’ve been living in
California for seven years.

I 1983
Kathleen Washick Watson remarried
last year (see Weddings), and she and
Bruce just celebrated their one-year
anniversary. She writes, “Through marriage, our family has grown from two
teenagers to four: Matthew, Kristina,
Mark, and Stephanie.” Anne Kelley
Fray ’89MBA is executive vice president
and senior lender at BankFIRST in
Winter Park, FL. Peter Cranton
opened a new chiropractic clinic in
Atlanta, Peachtree Battle Chiropractic,
which focuses on programs for corporate wellness and for senior citizens’
wellness.

I 1985
After working for 12 years as an aquatic
biologist and a high school rowing

GERALD SPRAYREGEN ’56 ■ ENJOYING THE SPORT OF
PHOTOGRAPHY
While Sprayregen
One day, back in
profited financially
the ’60s, Gerald
from the Random
Sprayregen walked
House books, he
into a camera store
was disappointed
in Barbados trying to
with the quality and
kill some time while
he vowed thereafter
waiting for his wife to
to publish his own
wrap up a shopping
books so he would
trip. Two hours later,
have complete artishe emerged with
tic control. His first
$1,200 of Leica
Sprayregen (center) presents one of his photos of
self-published book
equipment, and four
Arnold Palmer to the golf legend at the 2004 Athletics
was
Power, Passion,
months after that, he
Scholarship Gala.
Honor and Glory:
found himself in a
Five Heroes of Modern Golf, which highdiscussion with his wife about whether he
lights golf greats Arnold Palmer, Jack
should enter a photo contest with one of
Nicholas, Tom Watson, Greg Norman, and
his new images. His wife felt it was a little
Tiger Woods. Twenty images from that book
premature and that his hubris was
soon became the subject of an exhibition of
undoubtedly greater than his photographic
the United States Golf Association that was
talent. He agreed. However, he entered
on display at its home offices in Far Hills,
the contest and won.
New Jersey for six months, and for the next
Sprayregen has always been an entreprefour years traveled throughout the United
neur. At the age of 7, he talked his twin brothStates and Canada.
er, Seymour, into shoveling the newly fallen
Although he is in his 70s, Sprayregen has
snow from their neighbors’ sidewalks, for all
no intention of checking into a retirement
who could afford the stiff tariff of $0.25. He
condo and playing shuffleboard. In the past
went on to work as a stockbroker, serve as
three years, he has published Key West, a
CEO of a member firm of the New York Stock
coffee-table book that became a Key West
Exchange, sell industrial real estate, start a
best-seller overnight; Misty Morning, a book
self-storage company, and preside over more
of sensual images of his former wife that
than 15 small public companies.
“speaks in poetic form of the relationship
But there is no doubt his biggest passion is
between a beautiful woman and a 90-foot
art. It all started with that little photo contest,
tree that washed ashore at the beach”; and
and now Sprayregen is a highly accomthree postcard books featuring images of
plished photographer and publisher who has
Key West, New York City, and the Hamptons.
exhibited his photography in more than a
This year, he plans to publish simultandozen galleries and has authored nine books.
eously four sports books with perforated
He is also an art collector (his private collecpages of 8-by-10 photos that can be easily
tion of nude photographs is considered one of
removed for framing.
the finest in the United States) and has tried
Sprayregen credits Rollins with helping to
his hand at filmmaking, having written,
foster his wide range of talents and interests.
produced, and directed a 70-minute film,
“One of the great advantages of Rollins was
Economics 101, a comedy based on his
that an average talented person like myself
freshman year at Rollins College.
could write for The Sandspur, be an actor and
In 1990, Sprayregen published his first
singer in two Annie Russell productions, be
book, An Artist Views New York, which
on the baseball and tennis teams, and
combines his abstract paintings with his
participate in numerous other activities,”
photographs of New York, creating what he
he said, “—all that while continuously being
calls “artography.” In 1997, he secured a
surrounded by great friends and taught by
contract with Random House to produce two
accomplished and caring teachers.”
books, The Soul of Michael Jordan and
In 2004, Sprayregen was thrilled to return
Company and The Soul of Tiger Woods.
to his alma mater when he was invited to
Thirty images from The Soul of Michael
present a framed print of one of his photos of
Jordan and Company were later selected by
Arnold Palmer to the golf celebrity, who was
the Basketball Hall of Fame in Springfield,
the Alfond Award of Excellence honoree at
Massachusetts to be the subject of an
the College’s Athletics Scholarship Gala.
exhibition that ran for 18 months—14 months
—Maureen Harmon
longer than originally scheduled.
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LENDON HAMILTON NOE ’72 ■ EXPRESSING HERSELF ON
CANVAS AND IN THE CLASSROOM
Art is where you find it. For
Lendon Hamilton Noe, sometimes
that’s in the lavender fields of Aixen-Provence, France and sometimes in the verdant rolling hills
of Tennessee. She comes by it
naturally…literally. Noe is readily
inspired by the natural splendor of
the places she explores. “I’ve
always been an outdoor girl,” she
said. “I tend to approach art from
the point of view of a natural historian”—a perspective that brings
her oil paintings and mixed-media
assemblages to life for both her
and the lucky onlooker.
Last year, the Tennessee native was in her
element when she landed the opportunity to
create a one-of-a-kind exhibit featuring the
natural history of her home state that would be
displayed in the Nashville International Airport.
The show, titled “Vigil,” included more than 30
mixed-media pieces that were collages of
original drawings, image transfers, and rare
photos from 19th-century Tennessee. What
made it so fascinating is that the pieces represented a fictionalized account of a 19th-century female historian and were sprinkled with
antiqued diary entries describing her experiences with the rugged Tennessee landscape.
As an art professor for the last 21 years at
Lambuth University, a small liberal arts college
nestled in Jackson, Tennessee, Noe has been
influencing students as well as letting herself
be influenced. Fellow Rollins alum Cornelia
“Corky” Hall Tiller ’51 likens her to the type
of “golden personalities” former Rollins president Hamilton Holt sought for Rollins. “Noe
instills confidence in her students, stimulating
them to think as individuals rather than forcing
them to learn by rote—something that Holt
said only produces a reservoir of soon-to-beforgotten facts,” Tiller said. “She works with
students as a guide, philosopher, and friend.”
Noe’s approach to art instruction seems to
take its cues from several sources: her work
and experiences, her natural intellectual
curiosity, and her students, of course. “Well,
they definitely keep me young,” she said of the
students, “but more importantly, they keep me
honest. They challenge me to see the new
trends in art and it helps me to stay contemporary as an artist.” Noe works on her professional pieces at the university’s studios so students
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coach, Liz Olson went back to school,
graduated from the University of
Florida’s College of Veterinary
Medicine in 2002, and has spent the
past two years working at the Winter
Park Veterinary Hospital. She writes, “I
would love to see some old friends drop
by with or without their furry, feathered, or scaled friends.” Allie Goudy
Vintilla moved to California in 2001
and is currently a realtor in Santa Ynez
and Santa Barbara (see Alumni in the
Arts, p. 38). After three years, Pamela
Weiss van der Lee has been elected
chairperson of the National Down
Syndrome Society’s board of directors.

I 1986

can see what she’s up to firsthand. “I’ve always
felt that it was important to show my interior life
as a professional artist to my students and not
keep that separate from them,” she explained.
“It’s relevant that they see me as a working
artist as well as their instructor.”
Noe is always stretching herself as an artist,
as evidenced by her commission in 1993 to
paint life-sized, colorful, pop-art-influenced oil
portraits of famous Tennessee rockabilly
musicians. The paintings, which feature iconic
figures such as Johnny Cash, Brenda Lee,
Jerry Lee Lewis, and Elvis Presley, are on permanent display at the International Rockabilly
Hall of Fame in Jackson, Tennessee. Noe was
accepted as an artist for the 2004 Winter Park
Sidewalk Art Festival (one of the top 10 outdoor
festivals in the country) and has been a featured participant for many years in the Chicago
Old Town Art Fair (one of the top three). Her
work also graces various galleries, including
Gallery One in Nashville and the Marilyn Wilson
Gallery in Birmingham, Alabama.
Nature continues to be Noe’s strongest
artistic inspiration and through her art, she
hopes to inspire others to preserve our natural
environment. Her recent mixed-media exhibit
“For Privilege of Sod and Sun” was influenced
by Emily Dickinson’s poetry and her own
gardens. Although she’s passionate about
environmental issues, Noe tends to approach
them subtly in her art to underscore her
message. “I think that beautiful images can
speak for themselves in a greater way than
didactic campaigns—people begin to ponder
what’s around them and take a closer look at
their natural surroundings.”—by Zaida Rios
with contributions from Corky Hall Tiller ’51

Dagmara Zeidenbergs is the pastry
sous chef at the Jonathan Club in
Downtown Los Angeles and the
Jonathan Beach Club in Santa Monica.
Due to Hurricane Katrina, Samuel
Pulitzer and his wife, Cindy, who lived
three blocks from the 17th Street canal
breach in New Orleans, moved to
Monroe, LA. They are thankful to
have escaped.

I 1987
After spending the past four years as an
assistant commissioner of the Sunshine
State Conference, Gregg Kaye has been
promoted to associate commissioner.

I 1988
In August, Shea Donnally Bryant and
Georgia Sattele Bickel spent some time
fishing and boating with their six kids at
Georgia’s family vacation home in
Savannah, GA.

I 1989
Jamie Wanderman Schmaltz recently
moved with her husband, Robert, and
their three children to a new home in
Wichita, KA. She is president of the
board of an organization called Three
Trees, which is a center for grieving
children; on the board of the Junior
League of Wichita; and busy with her
kids’ sports and school. Doug Buell
(see Family Additions) informs us that
his son, Matthew, born three months
early, is doing fine after almost two
months at Arnold Palmer Hospital. He
writes, “Much thanks to John and Day
Laguardia Gigliotti for making our
time in the Orlando area much more
enjoyable.” After 13 years, Miranda
Stanfield Ewoldt left Accenture and
joined Bank of America, having spent
the three months in between jobs with
her mom, who lost her battle with cancer in August 2004. Miranda and her

husband welcomed a daughter in
November (see Family Additions),
increasing their family to five plus five
pets. They also sold their home and
moved into a “fixer-upper” on Lake
Norman. R. Mason Goss is headmaster of Canterbury School in Ft. Myers,
FL, which recently earned reaccreditation from the Florida Council of
Independent Schools, the Southern
Association of Colleges and Schools,
and the Florida Kindergarten Council.
Christopher ’87MBA and Jane Isaacs
Jayes live with their four children in
Louisville, KY. Jane recently earned a
bachelor’s degree in nursing and is a
rehab nurse at Frazier Rehabilitation
Institute. Sydney Brumbelow Frasca,
Stephanie Hinds Miskew ’90, and
their husbands met up on Park Avenue
in Winter Park. Sydney writes,
“Fortunately, our days of drinking
white zinfandel are
long gone.
Steph and I
shopped in
the Rollins
bookstore while our husbands waited
in the car.”

I 1990
Stephen Berry (see Alumni in the Arts,
p. 38), assistant
professor of history
at the University of
North Carolina at
Pembroke, was
awarded a
research fellowship by the Gilder
Lehrman Institute of American
History, which awards short-term
fellowships to support outstanding
scholarship. Louis Ross was recently
appointed CEO of Virtus Advanced
Senors, a next-generation sensor
company that employs micro electromechanical systems (MEMS)
technology. Louis was formerly
managing director of the Global
Emerging Technology Institute and
will maintain his position on GETI’s
board as a director.

I 1991
After working in the mutual fund
industry for a few years, William
Hassold has a new job that he enjoys
more: working outside with nature.
He and his wife, Cynthia, have two
children, Beau and Chris, and another
on the way. He writes, “Hi to all my
Chi Psi brothers. Call or e-mail me.” In
October 2004, Perrie Malcolmson
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ASUNTA D’URSO FLEMING ’81 ■ FOLLOWING THE YELLOW BRICK ROAD
Asunta D’Urso Fleming can
relate to Dorothy in The Wizard
of Oz. “I am Dorothy—I played
her on stage three times! And it
may as well have been a tornado
that uprooted me from my
Kansas home!” Fleming joked.
Just three months into her
senior year of high school,
Fleming—lead actress in every
play, in line to be drill-team captain, member of the debate team,
and on track to be valedictorian—
was whisked away to Lake
Wales, Florida, when her father was recruited by
the Lake Wales Chamber of Commerce. Lake
Wales High School had no debate team, so the
multi-talented Fleming charted a new path: she
joined the choir.
Once again, she got the lead in every show.
Her performance in Dark of the Moon garnered
her four college-scholarship offers. When she
saw a production of Romeo & Juliet at Rollins’
Annie Russell Theatre, her decision was made.
“The theatre was so stunning,” Fleming recalled.
“Plus, my brother, a Notre Dame grad, told me
that Rollins was the Harvard of the South.”
Fleming’s trip down the yellow brick road
included a stop as Maria in West Side Story in
New England summer stock, the title of Miss
Winter Park (won on the Annie Russell stage),
and a contract with Walt Disney World’s Kids of
the Kingdom performing company. After
traveling the world with the Disney group,
Fleming apprenticed at the Burt Reynolds
Institute, working with accomplished actors such
as Vincent Gardenia, Alan Arkin, Annie Potts,
Julie Harris, and Cindy Williams. She won the
commercial role as the Stop & Go Girl and later
served as the Travel Channel’s first host.
Television and the burgeoning video industry
lured Fleming to L.A., where she was hired to
head up Frank Zappa’s Honker Home Video
productions. Extensive work in daytime television, commercials, and film, as well as leads in
several West Coast theatrical premieres, were
followed by marriage to Jamie Fleming, a film
management and marketing consultant.
After the birth of their daughter, Olivia, the
couple bought and renovated a house in Lake
Wales, just blocks from the D’Urso family home.
Today, they split their time between the coasts.
In addition to serving as Head of Beautification for
the City of Lake Wales (the Flemings have helped
the City enhance its identity and physical appeal),
Fleming is a lifetime honorary member of the L.A.

County Museum of Art and an
honorary member of the Friends
of the Joffrey Ballet.
The move back to Central
Florida also drew Fleming back
to Rollins. Several years ago,
she accepted the invitation to
serve on the Alumni Association
Board of Directors. “At my first
meeting, we were asked to write
down the phrase ‘connected for
life’ and think about ways to
connect alumni back to Rollins,”
she said. Since then, she has
been instrumental in developing new programs to
build this connection—most significantly the
successful Alumni Travel Program launched in
2005, which she developed with fellow Board
member Andrea Scudder Evans ’68. Already, the
program has taken alumni to the Amazon and
New York City, and trips to Spain and Portugal,
the Galapagos Islands, and England are on the
agenda for 2006. “It’s a beautiful, serendipitous
kind of thing,” said Fleming of the alumni adventures. “You’re connecting with other alumni, and
you’re also traveling with a professor so there’s a
continuing education.”
Her connection with Rollins has also led
the performer to a new passion: using her experience in the entertainment industry to help Rollins
students get connected. “When you’re in a field
as wide open as entertainment, you need some
direction and a connection,” she said. “You need
a road map of how things are done. The college
connection can cut out years of struggle.”
Currently, the Flemings are working with Rollins’
Career Services office on a trip to Los Angeles for
students interested in careers in film and television.
So what’s next for this talented and ambitious
bundle of energy?
Well…there’s a CD to finish, a double album to
record, more film scores to sing (you can hear her
on four, including the Showtime film Possessed),
and her continuing role as the official voice of
U.S. Polo. And then there’s a possible travel
show for the Discovery Channel, an idea for a
Home & Garden Television show, children’s books
and a romance novel to write (she has a threebook contract with Putnam), a children’s opera
video to produce (she took the live program into
L.A. schools and has a production company in
the works for the video), a one-woman show
to finish, and an invitation to find her voice in
stand-up comedy.
“There’s so much left to do,” Fleming said.
—Ann Marie Varga ’82
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STATE OF
THE ARTS
ALUMNI IN THE ARTS
http://www.rollins.edu/alumni/events/artsalumni.shtml
’45___________________________
Marie Rogers Gilbert published her
seventh book, Freedom in the Twenty
First Century, which is coming out
soon from Parkway Publishers, Inc.
’46___________________________
From September 7 October 5, Mary Ann
Wilson Peet exhibited
50 of her works at the
Waldemar A. Schmidt
Gallery at Wartburg
College in Iowa. Her
exhibition focused on
paintings, which consisted almost
entirely of portraits of her family. The
title of her exhibition, “Time Present
and Time Past,” is a quote from T.S.
Eliot’s Four Quartets, and the paintings
span a 55-year period. Mary Ann has
studied with Japanese-American artist
Yasuo Kuniyoshi, Russian-born French
painter and sculptor Ossip Zadkine,
and German expressionist George
Grosz. Her work has been exhibited in
museums and universities in the
United States, Lebanon, and France,
and currently is displayed in New
Zealand, Australia, and Mali.
’49__________
In October, Lynn
Lahn Liberman
held her annual
open studio,
displaying her
paintings. She has
won many prizes
and awards and has shown her artwork
in many galleries. Lynn served as art
director of paintings on the board of
the Whitemarsh Community Art
Center for several years.
’50___________________________
Posthumously, Janet Fredrick Costello
’66MAT still assists with music ministry.
In December 2005, her Galanti organ
was dedicated for ministry in St. Paul’s
Episcopal Church in Harlan, IA. In
October 2005, the Rogers and
Morrison Piano Duo, consisting of
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Joanne Byrd Rogers and Jeannine
Romer Morrison ’51, performed a
benefit recital for the Children’s Home
of Pittsburgh. In November, they performed at Seton
Hill University’s
Cecilian Hall in
Greensburg, PA.
Hall Tennis has
received awards in
juried shows at Fort
Walton Art
Museum and Arts
and Design Society.
His work has been
displayed in private
collections across the
U.S. and in Cairo,
Egypt. To learn more
about Hall’s art, visit:
users.arc.net/sktennis/HallTennis.html
’60___________________________
In 2005, Phyllis Zatlin published a
new book, Theatrical Translation and
Film Adaptation.
’63___________________________
In December, Dana Ivey played Mrs.
Kitty Warren in
George Bernard
Shaw’s Mrs.
Warren’s
Profession at the
Irish Reper-tory
Theatre in New
York (see Alumni
of Note, p. 30).
’71___________________________
Jeffrey Skinner published his fifth
collection of poetry, Salt Water
Amnesia, from Ausable Press,
September, 2005. Over the years, his
poems have appeared in such journals
as The New Yorker, The Atlantic, The
Nation, and The Paris Review, Poetry.
Jeffrey has been the recipient of grants
from the National Endowment for the
Arts, the Ingram Merrill Foundation,
and the Howard Foundation, as well as
several state arts grants.

’73__________
Susan Meade
Sindelar just finished work on an
independent film
The Hoax, inspired
by the real events
of the “Phoenix
Lights.” She also continues to do radio
spots, the latest for SUBWAY restaurants. For information about the film,
visit: www.birdproductionsinc.com

across the country will join together
under two talented guest conductors,
one of whom is Sally Albrecht ’76 (see
Alumni of Note, p. 31). Ferdinand
Carangelo is owner, president, and
artistic director of FACE
Communication Network. He has also
had roles in films such as Glory, Field of
Dreams, and The Liar’s Club; TV shows
such as Sliders, Wings, and JAG; and
plays such as Death of a Salesman,
Romeo and Juliet, and Major Barbara.

’76___________________________

’78___________________________

Nancy Ausbon Tillman has a new
career in greeting card and children’s
book publishing. Her greeting card
line, Once Upon a Card, can be found
in gift and
stationery
stores
throughout
the U.S.
and
Canada.
Her first
book, On the Night You Were Born,
“celebrates the unique wonder of each
and every child.” Angela Lloyd regularly appears
at regional
festivals and
theaters
around the
country. In
1997 and
2003, she was featured at the National
Storytelling Festival in Jonesborough,
TN. Angela currently has two recordings out featuring her work, Dreams
and Other Realities and Sandburg Out
Loud. To find out more about what
Angela does, visit: www.angelalloyd.com

David Lee Bass played the leading
role in Ira Levin’s Deathtrap at
Theatre Downtown in Orlando.
For more information, visit: www.
theatredowntown.net

’77___________________________
In September 2005, David Patrick
served as the music director for Rollins’
production of Richard Maltby, Jr. and
David Shire’s Starting Here, Starting
Now, his 12th show with Rollins. He
was excited to be back at the Annie
Russell Theatre after a five-year hiatus.
In April 2006, his company Keynote
Arts Associates will produce a middleschool and high-school concert choir
festival at the Kennedy Center for the
Performing Arts in Washington, D.C.
Middle- and high-school singers from

’82_________
In June 2005,
William
Leavengood
premiered his
play Little Mary
at the Sanford
Meisner Theater
in NYC.
William is a two-time Eugene O’Neill
playwright and is artistic director of the
LiveArts Peninsula Foundation in St.
Petersburg, FL. His other works
include The Head, The Preservation
Society, Florida Crackers, What is Art?,
and 17 Black, which received the
Brodkin Scholarship Award. For more
information about William’s play Little
Mary, visit: www.littlemary.info
’84___________________________
In May 2005, Zachary Dunbar previewed his new play Delphi, Texas,
which he wrote, directed, and produced, and acted in. Delphi, Texas
updates Sophocles’ Oedipus Rex to a
bovine Texas world, where BSE and
gender orientation replace the Athenian
plague and Pythagorean humanism. It
features a chorus of five who double as
protagonists. Zachary has written several musicals, plays, and film scripts and
has produced two CDs. He is finishing
his Ph.D. on the history of the Greek
tragic chorus at the University of
London. For more information about
Zachary, visit: www.zebfontaine.com

ENDANGERED
SPECIES
’85__________________________

’97_________________________

Allie Goudy Vintilla had a small part
in Sideways and appeared in an episode
of Curb Your Enthusiasm, both of which
were filmed in Santa Ynez Valley.

Jules Blain Davis
had a show titled
“Inside” at a
gallery in Los
Angeles.

’87__________________________
In February
2004, Bobby
Lynn released
his debut
album Five
Bar Romp.
Bobby’s CD is
available for preview and purchase at:
www. cdbaby.com/bobbylynn.

’99__________________________
Chris Kahl ’00MBA has a new album
out titled Orange Blossom Memories.
The CD features songs about Florida
and its history, with such tunes as
“Hurricane Blues” and “Native
Land.” For more information about
Chris and music, visit: www.
ChrisKahl.com

’88__________________________

’01__________________________

Ginny Mosbaugh was recently promoted to coordinator of retail operations for the Indianapolis Museum of
Art. She writes, “My art history
degree has finally paid off!”

Caroline Rich (see
Spotlight on Young
Alumni, p. 43) performed in Skits-OPhrenia 2005 for
the third time. She
has also been studying and performing at the Second City conservatory.
For more information on Skits-OPhrenia, visit: www.skitsoLA.com

’89_____________
Sarah Miller has featured her work in
solo and group
exhibits across the
U.S and in private
collections in the U.S. and Japan. Her
work has been influenced by the
Eastern “Void” and improvisational
jazz and
bebop. To
view
Sarah’s art
and learn
more
about her, visit: www.sarahsol.com

Chandra Leigh Durkin has had roles
in such films as Monster, playing an
attendant in the carnival scene and
working as Christina Ricci’s double,
and Cold Mountain, working as Rene
Zellweger’s double. She also played
Cheri in Women Behind Bars at the
2004 Orlando Fringe Festival. For
more information about Chandra,
visit: www.ChandraLeigh.com

’90__________________________

’04__________________________

Stephen Berry is the author of All
That Makes a Man: Love & Ambition
in the Civil War South, published by
Oxford University Press. His recent
project, titled “The Todds: First
Family of the Civil War,” is under
contract by Houghton Mifflin.

William Callahan is currently playing
in a funk/reggae band called The
S.E.A.D in the Central Florida area.
For show information, pictures of the
band, and samples of their music,
visit: www.thesead.com

’92__________________________

Sam Scharf is interning at the
Smithsonian Institute’s Hirshhorn
Museum and Sculpture Garden in
Washington, DC. Sam is working in
the exhibition department assisting
with the set-up and movement of
exhibits. ■

Janel Stover plays the supporting role
of Jane in the independent feature
film Happy Firkin Birthday. For more
information about the film, visit
http://www.myfirkinfamily.com.

Help protect the
Rollins license plate
from extinction!
The Rollins specialty license plate is one of many
specialty Florida tags in danger of being discontinued.
As of June 30, 2006, the State of Florida will stop selling
the Rollins plate unless we reach a total of 1,000 new
and/or renewal annual registrations.

’02__________________________

As of now, under 600 of the specialty plates have been
sold. Do your part to help save this endangered
species from extinction. You don’t have to wait until
your birthday. Purchase your specialty plate today
and give back to Rollins. Proceeds benefit The Rollins
Fund for Students, which supports scholarships,
student-faculty collaborative research, career services,
and other student programs.
You may purchase the Rollins College license plate at
any time for just $25 above the regular plate fee*.
The cost is minimal…and the impact is phenomenal!
For more information, visit www.rollins.edu/tag
or call (407) 646-1528.
*Additional fees may be applicable.

’05__________________________

Now you’re traveling in style.
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CLAUDIA PARK ’88 ■ TOTALLY TECHIE
Choosing to earn a
degree from Rollins
wasn’t difficult for Claudia
Park; it was in the Winter
Park native’s blood. Her
mother, stepsister, stepfather, and even her stepfather’s first wife were
Rollins grads. While she
may have followed in
their footsteps to Rollins,
once there she took the
road less traveled.
“Most students enter
the theater program as
aspiring actors; I went to
Rollins to become a
stage manager in charge
of communication, to
learn to handle all the
technical aspects of show,” Park said.
Seventeen years after graduating, she is
well entrenched in her career as a “techie,”
having served as an entertainment manager
at Orlando’s Walt Disney World Resort since
2003. “I compare what I do to being an air traffic controller,” she said. “The technical side of
theater is my specialty.”
Previous to her work with “The Mouse,”
Park traveled the world as a technical director
with Pilobolus Dance Theatre, a sevenperson touring company with one of the most
varied repertoires in the field of dance. After
three years and trips to 37 states and 22
countries, she left Pilobolus and cast off with
Disney Cruise Lines. But spending 10 months
a year at sea quickly got old, and after a few
years she returned dockside to join Disney’s
team in Orlando.
Park began her work with Disney as technical manager for the Indiana Jones Stunt
Show at Disney-MGM Studios. She now runs
five of the park’s six live shows.
”I had a lot of friends accuse me of selling out when I took a job with Disney,” she
said. “I had a legitimate theater background that included Broadway and dance
theater—respectable, top-of-your-profession jobs. But I’d also done a lot of horrid
[Henrik] Ibsen, and it doesn’t matter where
the paycheck comes from. It’s never been
about money. I’ve picked where I want to be
based on the adventure.”
Disney hasn’t let her down. Last year, she
was offered a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity:
spending six months in Hong Kong working
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with a crew to build Hong
Kong Disneyland from
the ground up. In her
temporary assignment
as technical services
manager for the new
resort, Park’s role was to
support the outfitting of
all its entertainment venues. “I arrived on Lantau
Island in early February
[2005] to a mud pit and
empty buildings. We
even had to put a
process in place to order
supplies,” said Park, who
oversaw the ordering
and delivery of $4 million
in equipment, ranging
from physical therapy
supplies to sound mixers to grand pianos.
She also assisted with logistical issues.
“One of our dilemmas was figuring out how
to weigh an 11-foot fiberglass seahorse at
Hong Kong’s airport!” she laughed.
In addition to setting up all the technical
needs for the park’s numerous live shows,
she coordinated training for the resort’s
fireworks team. Park, who doesn’t speak
Chinese, said that “nodding, sign language,
and humor” helped her communicate
with the Asian workers. “There was a
commonality of what we were working on,
and that helped.”
The international resort was completed
in an amazing turnaround time of six
months and opened, on schedule, in
September 2005. A particularly special and
meaningful experience in Park’s Hong
Kong adventure was the opportunity to
personalize the underside of a brick in the
castle courtyard. The brick immortalizes her
“Rollins Class of 1988.”
Twenty-one years after her first day at
Rollins, Park is back on campus one night a
week and is on course to graduate in May
with a master’s degree in human resources.
The study, she said, will help her in her labor
responsibilities as a Disney manager and
hopefully will lead her to the next adventure.
“To me, life is so short. There’s a lot to
see. The one thing about having a ‘normal’
life that has never appealed to me is the idea
of feeling trapped. I actually quite enjoy the
unpredictability of Disney.”
—Vickie Pleus

Adams was diagnosed with breast cancer while pregnant with twins (see
Family Additions). She writes, “After a
year of treatment, I am happy to report
that all of us are healthy and doing well.”

I 1992
Last spring, Andrew Blackmon was
promoted to vice president of solution
line management at McKesson
Corporation; and, in September, his
first child was born (see Family
Additions). Kristin Bongiovanni still
works with the State Department and
has been promoted to consul. She is
currently on assignment in Algiers.
Once that ends in May, she will be
going to the Sinai Peninsula for a year
with the Multinational Forces and
Observers. Kristen Sparks Kantor (see
Family Additions) and her husband,
John, saw Rachel Trevison Massie ’94
on a trip to South Florida and keep in
contact with John Mongiovi ’93 and
Keeley McEwen Fornal ’91.

I 1993
Yung Nguyen-Siddiqi is a family practitioner in Plant City, FL and lives in
nearby Tampa with her husband and
son. She writes, “I would love to hear
from old friends.” Michelle Salomon
’98MAC is the owner and president of
Creative Counseling, P.A., a counseling
clinic that specializes in addiction,
abuse, life style adjustment, divorce,
depression, and anxiety. Her office has
moved from Sanford, FL to Lake
Mary, FL. Holly Griffin Ferry (see
Family Additions) has been selfemployed as a behavior analyst for
eight years. She works mainly with
autistic or pervasive developmental disorder (PDD) children and their families in their homes, teaching them coping, academic, social, and independent
living skills.

I 1994
In July 2005, Jody Ellis Newlander
(see Family Additions) moved to San
Diego, CA.

I 1995
Loren Kahle lives with his wife, Patty,
and their two children, Carson and
Carleigh, in Longwood, FL. Last year,

he made a career transition from brokerage to the insurance industry. He
writes, “Yes, I still play tennis regularly!”
Jack Flader recently joined the Grand
Toys International, Ltd. Board as third
independent director. He is also the
managing director and general counsel
of the Hong Kong-based Zetland
Financial Group and is a member of
the Hong Kong General Chamber
of Commerce, the American Bar
Association, the International Bar
Association, the Center for
International Legal Studies, the
International Tax Planning Association,
and the Hong Kong Securities
Institute.

I 1996
Jennifer Finn ’01MAC moved from
Arlington, VA to Washington, DC,
where she is a mental health counselor
in a private practice setting working
with abused women and children—
“which is both difficult and rewarding
work,” she writes. In May 2005, Sarah
McGann Donlan graduated with a
MD from Northwestern University’s
Feinberg School of Medicine. Sarah
and her husband, Joe, reside in
Chicago, where Sarah is now completing residency for emergency medicine.
In May 2005, Kimberly Nix Berens
earned her PhD in psychology. She has
since started her own company in Reno,
NV, which provides corrective learning
services to children in grades K-12.

I 1997
Tony Lawlor is married and is the IT
project manager at HSBC UK in
London.

I 1998
After graduating from the Alabama
Shakespeare Festival’s MFA acting program in 2004, William Brock now
works as an actor in New York City.
He writes, “I’m not married. No kids.
Life is good. Hope everyone is well!”

HELEN SMETHERAM FAIRFAX ’90 ■ HANDED 15 MINUTES
OF FAME ON A SILVER PLATTER
Growing up in Sweden, Helen
Smetheram always loved music and
singing. In elementary school, she had the
opportunity to sing with 1970s super group
ABBA during one of their concerts. When
she made her way to Rollins College,
music was still very much part of her life,
and music and education became the
minors she chose to round out her degree
in psychology. “One of my favorite college
memories was singing ‘Poor Wayfarin’
Stranger’ with the Rollins Choir during High
Mass at St. Peter’s Basilica in Rome,”
Smetheram recalled. Little did she know
this song would take on special meaning for
her some 15 years later.
Fast-forward to late September 2005,
when Smetheram was on a weekend trip to
Boston with a group of girlfriends to participate
in the Komen Race for the Cure®, a nationwide charity 5K run/fitness walk to raise money
and awareness for breast cancer research.
“After the race, we all got together to celebrate
the event,” she said. “While we were relaxing
in the lobby, one of us started singing a show
tune, which led to another, and before long, the
bartender noticed and was impressed enough
to introduce us to his friend, who just happened to be a record producer.”
Smetheram did not think much about the
encounter at first. But the bartender and his
friend ended up joining the group for dinner,
and the singing of Broadway classics continued.
It was sometime later that evening that
Smetheram belted out her rendition of “Poor
Wayfarin’ Stranger”—and that’s when the
record producer took note. “I remember the
producer and a couple of people he was with
started talking excitedly as I was singing, and
when they asked me to sing the song a second
time, I was a bit surprised,” Smetheram said.
Not as surprised as she would be a few

I 1999
Annette Campagna Walter is residing
in her hometown of Baltimore, MD
with her new husband, Shawn, (See
Weddings) and is in her fifth year as a
mortgage consultant with SunTrust.
Patrick McTigue is working as a realtor with Prudential Florida 1st Realty
in Ft. Lauderdale, FL. C.J. Pacelli
moved to Ashburn, VA, a suburb of
Washington, DC. He recently got
married and honeymooned in Japan.
He writes, “We are the foster parents of
sheltered dogs and enjoy it immensely.”

Hope Stein is currently working as the
director of her own
skin, hair care, and
cosmetics line.

I 2000
After serving as lead attorney on—and
winning—a trial in New York State
court, Nellie Lackman accepted an
offer at the New York office of Arnold
& Porter LLP. She is currently specializing in copyright, trademark, and other

moments later, however, when the producer
asked her to record the song for a CD titled
Journey of Hope. The CD was being created
by multi-platinum recording legend Herb Reed
of The Platters to benefit the American Red
Cross and survivors of American disasters.
After recovering from her initial shock and
disbelief, Smetheram agreed to record the
song. She was also invited to perform the
song on stage at the CD release party in
Boston in November.
“The whole thing has been pretty amazing, especially since my sister, Alice [Alice
Smetheram Bass ’88], is the performer in the
family. In fact, when the producer told me they
loved everything about me except my last
name because it was too long, I decided to go
with Fairfax, the stage name my sister has
used for years.”
While Smetheram may not end up being
the next American Idol, she will always have
some incredible memories of this experience
and one great story to share with son Drew
(11), daughter Ginny (8), and the rest of her
family and friends: a true story about the time
she had her 15 minutes of fame as “up-andcomer” Helen Fairfax singing with The Platters.
—Jed Dunstan

intellectual property litigation. Maria
Noboa is working at her own baby
clothing shop, Maria Paz BB’s, in
Ecuador and has enrolled in the Cordon
Bleu cooking school. Aimee Hulbert
’01MBA is a sales associate for Clear
Channel Outdoors in Winter Park, FL.

I 2001
After graduating from the University of
Tennessee College of Veterinary
Medicine, Christina Heflinger now
works as a full-time veterinarian in Ft.
Lauderdale, FL. Martin B. Heckmann

’02MBA (See Weddings) was promoted
to senior trade marketing manager at
Black & Decker in April. In 2002,
Brooke Bunte moved to Paris to complete a master’s program. She took
classes at the Sorbonne and translated a
section of Annette Zaidman’s Mémoire
d’une enfance volée, including a linguistic commentary, for her thesis. She
writes, “I fell in love with Paris and this
last year, I fell in love a second time—
this time with a French police officer.”
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’88 Sandra Tananbaum Hart and husband Damon, daughter Sylvie Leeds,
4/21/05, who joins brother Byron
Lane, 2. Pamela Kincheloe DeBalso
and husband Steven, son Michael
Gabriel, 11/15/05.

JOHN “J.R.” ROBBINS ’99 ■
APPRAISER EXTRAORDINAIRE
Let’s say you’re helping Grandma clean
out her attic, and you stumble across an old
dusty painting. Could it be worth anything?
Unless you’re some art buff, you’d have to ask
John Robbins—he gets lots of visitors to his
office asking if they’ve struck gold. As an
appraiser and cataloger at Sotheby’s auction
house in New York City, Robbins is Sotheby’s
first line of appraisal. He’s the first one to get a
good look at that old painting of Grandma’s
and let you know if it’s a Picasso or just an old
Hallmark print.
When someone comes to Robbins with a
piece, he figures out how much it’s worth by
determining the artist, the medium (oil, acrylic,
watercolor), the piece’s condition, and its market value. Sometimes a work might be worth
thousands of dollars. Other times, the items
Robbins receives are worth nothing. For
example, someone once sent him dental
X-rays proclaiming that Jesus’s face could
clearly be seen in the image. Another time, a
gentleman from India sent Robbins what he
believed to be the world’s largest suitcase—
not your typical Sotheby’s fare.
After college, Robbins got into the family
business of real estate development, but within two years, he was bored. He had always
enjoyed horseback riding, so he took another
direction entirely and moved to South Carolina
to ride and help organize horse shows. Still,
he wasn’t happy. “I was working,” he says,
“but not on a focused career.”

I 2002
Alexandra Grue-Roodenburg recently
purchased a house in Avalon Park, FL
with her husband, Hugo. Sara Deon
started a new job as a lobbyist for
Defenders of Wildlife in their Denver,
CO office. Paige Linkins completed a
second undergraduate degree, graduating with honors and a 4.0 GPA, and
recently returned home from a humanitarian aid mission to South America.
Katherine Marzullo moved to the Los
Angeles area this spring. She writes, “I
would love for any other Rollins alums
living in the Southern California area
to drop me a line.”

I 2003
Melissa Ortiz recently moved to New
York City to pursue her acting and
singing career. Brentley Childs has
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He decided
to take a course
from Christie’s
auction house
on the marketing side of art
history. There
he studied collectors—when they collect, what
they collect, why they collect. Later he took an
internship at Christie’s, writing and researching for the American paintings catalogs—
reference guides for collectors preparing for
an auction. In 2004, the competition stole
him away when he took a general appraisal
position at Sotheby’s.
In addition to performing appraisals for
Sotheby’s collection or for private collectors’
insurance, Robbins occasionally attends auctions on a collector’s behalf. He’ll communicate with the collector by phone and keep him
or her up to date on the current lot. When the
collector says bid, Robbins raises his paddle.
Robbins’ most recent project for Sotheby’s
was compiling the catalog for an auction
focusing on sporting art, including paintings of
fox hunts, horse races, and golf matches. The
big seller: a signed, original painting by Sir
Alfred James Munnings, a British artist, titled
Going Out at Epsom. The piece sold for more
than $3 million—most likely a little more valuable than that painting in Grandma’s attic or
the world’s largest suitcase.
—Maureen Harmon

moved to the Denver area, where he is
pursuing a master’s degree in business
administration. He writes, “If ever in
the area, feel free to drop a line.”

I 2004
Mark Thompson moved back to New
Zealand, where he currently works as a
credit analyst for UDC Finance. He
writes, “I am enjoying the role
immensely and plan to come back to
the U.S. in the fall of 2006 to obtain
my MBA.” Maggie Breed is currently
attending Georgia Southern University
as a graduate student in public administration. She writes, “Southern is great,
but nothing will ever compare to Rollins.
I miss y’all!” William Thorstad is enrolled
in a graduate business school in the
South Florida area and is working fulltime at Tropical Shipping USA, LLC.

I 2005
Chris Richards is working on an MA in
museum studies from Arizona State
University and is a work study at the
university’s art museum.

FA M I LY A D D I T I O N S
’84 Catherine
Rodgers and husband Massimo
Giussani, daughter Mia, 12/9/03.

’86 Charlene Turner
Matteson and husband John, daughter
Janine Carol, 5/5/05,
who joins brother
Charles Edward, 1.

’89 Doug Buell and wife Lisa, son
Matthew Douglas, 6/21/05, who joins
sister Stephanie, 3. Brad and Nancy
Bladich Gibbs ’90, son Wyatt Brian,
7/19/05. Miranda Stanfield Ewoldt
and husband Matthew, daughter Ella
Scott, 11/22/04, who joins brother
Jacob, 3, and sister Danielle, 11.
’90 Ellen
Beckham Ruff
Gazzo and husband John,
daughter Lila
Cullen, 4/26/05, who joins brother
Jasper, 2.
’91 Perrie Malcolmson Adams and
husband Patrick, sons Declan and
Dylan, 12/23/04, who join sister
Michaela, 5.
’92 Giles and Stacy Sharp Van Praagh
’93, son Sam Sinclair, 11/24/04.
Darren ’93MBA and Allison Hug
Schuringa, daughter Grace, 6/9/05,
who joins sister
Sarah, 4.
Andrew
Blackmon and
wife Melissa, son
John Alden,
09/26/05.
Michael Hernandez and wife Lora,
daughter Sophia Rose, 10/30/05.
Kristen Sparks
Kantor and husband John, son John
Andrew, 12/13/04,
who joins sister
Blaine, 4.
’93 Lori Dunlop Pyle and husband
Brad, son Nathan Samuel, 7/5/05.
Holly Griffin
Ferry and husband Michael,
daughter
Megan Kai,
9/3/05.
’94 Christine Holden Semcer and husband Brian, son Jake Ryan, 7/20/05.
Jody Ellis Newlander and husband
Jonathan, son Evan William, 8/29/04.

Jonathan
Charlson
and wife
Katherine,
daughter
Whitney
Mills, who joins sister Lillian, 1.
’96 Paco Marmolejos and wife Jessica,
daughter
Lucinda,
2/1/05, who
joins sister
Helena.
Dan
Kempinger
’99MAT and
wife Brittan,
son Nixon
Elias,
11/26/05.
’97 Pace and
Eileen Giarrusso Halter, son Charles
Joseph, 9/5/05, who joins brother P.J.,
2. Leslie Brown
Mitchell and
husband Matt,
son Leo Rawson,
6/23/05.

Brian Small and
wife Dana, son
Tanner James,
9/26/05.
Allie Scott
Bonidy (See
Weddings) and
husband Joe,
daughter
Caroline,
2/11/05.
’98 Sarah Sutton Watkins and husband Trey, son Henry David, 8/9/05,
who joins
brother,
William, 1.
Shannon Gryn
Severin and
husband
William,
daughter
Katherine
Terese, 11/5/05.
’99 Jennifer
Dupont Miller
and husband
Randy, daughter
Katherine, 2/05,
who joins brother, Elijah, 2.

S P O T L I G H T O N YO U N G A L U M N I
—By Vickie Pleus

William (B.J.) Callahan ’04
info@fnkymusic.com
KNACKS FOR GUITAR AND SAX—B.J. Callahan ’04 didn’t enroll at Rollins
College for its music program. But four years later, he emerged with a bachelor’s
degree in music composition. This saxophonist/guitarist/vocalist now makes his
living writing, teaching, and performing the music he loves. He wouldn’t have it any
other way.
“I knew I liked music and I’d be happy doing music, but I tried other courses like
politics,” Callahan said. “I learned quickly that there’s no way I could do anything else. I’d be miserable doing
anything else.”
The 23-year-old graduate, who started playing guitar and saxophone at the age of 12, performs with
several Central Florida bands, including The SEAD—a four-member jam band with a sound that blends
funk, jazz, and blues. With bandmates Luke Thatcher (drums), Dan Mowery (guitar/vocals), and Dave
Whittaker (bass guitar), Callahan performs several nights a week, often in the Central Florida area.
Callahan also teaches private music lessons several times a week. And, he recently was hired as an
adjunct professor for Rollins’ Community School of Music. He credits Rollins College for the teaching
opportunities.
“My music theory courses taught me the hows and whys of constructing music from a compositional
standpoint,” the Atlanta native said. “I approach it by thought process, and that’s a great skill to have.”
Learn more about B.J. Callahan’s music and band at www.fnkymusic.com and www.thesead.com.

Caroline Rich ’01
msbuffy11@yahoo.com
A WEALTH OF FUNNY—With her Rollins College diploma in hand, Caroline Rich
’01—a theater major with a major funny bone—wasted no time moving to Los
Angeles. By all accounts, the risk paid off.
She’s no waitress wishing for a role: the North Carolina native recently finished
acting in her third season of Skits-O-Phrenia at the Powerhouse Theatre in Los
Angeles, California, a summertime sketch comedy show featuring 11 actors and a
crew of writers and choreographers.
Rich also performs skits and improvisation at the The Second City Studio Theatre comedy club in Los
Angeles. She graduated from the Theatre’s Training Center in January 2006. Her family cheers her on from
her hometown of Asheboro, North Carolina and often makes time to visit and see her shows.
The alumna said a highlight of her four years since Rollins has been acting in infomercials. “You’re being
yourself, but a little ‘over the top,’ cheesy and very excited,” said Rich about the infomercial jobs. “Sometimes
I would get lightheaded from being so cheerful,” she laughed.
Rich had many opportunities to fine-tune her acting skills at Rollins, and is thankful for the experience.
“As early as my freshman year I acted at the Annie Russell Theatre,” she said. “That was my passion. But,
I’m most thankful for the Fred Stone Theatre. I got to do more artistic things there.
“I selected Rollins based on its theater department,” Rich said. “When I stepped foot on the Rollins
campus, I knew that’s where I wanted to go. At Rollins, I got to spread my wings.”

Evyan Lieberman
Turner and husband
Ryan, daughter Vivian
Wallis, 9/24/05.
Matthew and Mary
Cruse Shreves ’96,
daughter Samantha
Christian, 10/5/05.
’03 Chelsea Larned Boudreaux and
husband Wallace, son Aiden Joseph,
1/18/05.

WEDDINGS
’70 Bill
Bieberbach
’71MBA to
Jane Wilson
’71,
11/26/05, in
the Knowles
Memorial
Chapel.
’71 Susan Deutsch Endicott to Peter
Clay, 8/29/05.

’80 Pamela Tabor
to Rodney
Bonnette, 9/10/05,
at the Altamonte
Chapel in
Altamonte Springs,
FL; attendees:
Paula Tabor Pease
and Tracy Lynn
Tabor.
’83 Kathleen Washick to Bruce
Watson, 10/9/04.
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’86 Gary Hayes
to Deborah
Padan, 10/24/05,
at Rosslyn
Chapel in
Edinburgh,
Scotland; ushers:
John Riley ’83,
Joe Raymond
’84, and Sergio Vallejo ’85.

’02 Tonya
Haley to
Joseph
Guadalupe
’01, 6/4/05,
in the
Knowles
Memorial
Chapel; bridesmaids: Puja Kalidas;
groomsman: Safak Subasi ’02MBA.

’90 Rick Weiler to Meredith Pekula,
7/9/05, in Wheeling, WV.

’03 Candace Hensley to Austin
Kegerreis, 6/4/05, in Cookeville, TN;
bridesmaids: Jill Razor Wells ’01 and
Norah Thompson; groomsman: Dean

’92 Jasmin Rios to
Matthew Springer,
8/29/04, at the
Palace of Fine Arts
in San Francisco, CA.
’97 Allie Scott (see Family Additions) to
Joe Bonidy, 8/2/03; bridesmaid:
Kristen Carpenter Wulbern; attendees:
Bo Wulbern, Pace and Eileen
Giarrusso Halter, and Kristy Karlovec.
’98 Dani Gabe to Michael Richards,
4/16/05, in Melbourne, FL; bridesmaid: Stephanie Ballauer Pair; attendees: Lua Rudolph Hancock ’97,
Holly Harben, and Valerie Meis
Remhoff. John Baldwin to Marya,
9/3/05.
’99 Annette Campagna to high school
sweetheart Shawn Walter, 10/9/04.

’34 Sloat
Fassett
Hodgson
died
October
13, 2005.
During
World
War II,
Sloat
became a sergeant. He had a passion
for boats, was a member, commodore
(’44 and ’60), and vice-commodore
(’61-’67) of the Chapoquoit Yacht
Club, was the organizer and founding member of the Hog Island
Racers, and published The Hog
Island Racers: Chronicles of the
Launch Boy (1999). He is survived
by a son and a daughter.

’50 William W.
Wharton, Jr.
died May 12,
2005.

’38 May Long Chadwick died March
12, 2005.

’52 Mary Duffy Woodland died
March 13, 2005.

READER RESPONSE

’50 Nancy
Latimer
Underwood
died August 20, 2005.
’50 Janet Fredrick Costello ’66MAT
died January 16, 2004. While students,
Janet and her husband Robert Costello
’48, who passed away in 1981, sang
together in the Chapel Choir at
Rollins. After graduation, they continued to sing there together for 20 more
years as choristers in the Bach Festival
Choir. Janet’s final concert was in
October 2003. She is survived by a son
and a daughter.

’55 Ross Fleischmann died November
21, 2005 (see p 46).

EDITOR:
Wow! What a terrific issue! I have looked
forward to and enjoyed my Rollins Alumni
Record for many years and this last issue
filled with informative and inspiring articles is
the best yet! Like many things, it is improving
with age! Keep up the great work.
—Dian Rausch Demmer ’54

’56 George W. Milam, Jr. died May
25, 2005.
’59 John C. Millican died February 14,
2004.

DuBois ’02; attendees: Steve Rotz ’92,
Lauren Alexander ’02, Shannon
Pranger, and Mary Lou Johnston ’04.

’00 Zaria Goschalk to Chip Walter
’99, 9/4/05, in Coconut Grove, FL;
bridesmaid: Robin Zielke Harris ’01;
groomsmen: Joe Harris ’98 and Doug
Begeman ’02; attendees: Courtney
Hinman, Ryan Cunningham ’99,
Toby Marshall ’99, and Heather Ploch
’98. Stephanie Neumann to Jeremy
Bese, 10/8/05, at the San Joaquin
Country Club in Fresno, CA; bridesmaid: Kelly Cutler.
’01 Martin Heckmann ’02MBA to
Brandalyn
Necole,
4/10/04,
at Carahills
Estate,
Memphis,
TN.
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’05 Bethany
Turk to Matt
Gerber
11/19/05.

IN MEMORY
’28 Edna Wells Wishart died March
28, 2005.
’32 Dick Wilkinson died May 16,
2005. Dick became a lieutenant during
World War II, was distinguished as
professor emeritus of Southwest
Missouri State University, and was a
founding board member at Greene
County Mental Health Association,
Greene County Guidance Clinic, and
Burrell Behavioral Clinic. He is survived by his wife, Virginia, and a son.

’42 Presly Wetherell died December
15, 2005. One of the organizers and an
early president of the Atlanta Choral
Guild in the late 1940s, Presly was also
an active church member and tenor
soloist in the choir at First Presbyterian
Church in Atlanta for over 30 years.
He is survived is by two sons.
’49 Arlyne Wilson Showalter died
November 4, 2005. Arlyne became a
staff sergeant during WWII, was the
first woman to fly solo out of Showalter
Flying Service, and served on the Board
of Trustees for Winter Park Memorial
Hospital. She is survived by her husband, Louis, and three daughters.
’49 Penny Crane Reese died August
15, 2005. A resident of Palm Beach
since 1949, Penny was a member of
the Episcopal Church of Bethesda-bythe-Sea, the Sailfish Club, and the
Everglades Club. She is survived by her
husband, Dimick.

‘68 Rosa May “Tinkie” Seward Caler
died January 3, 2006 after a lengthy
battle with cancer. While at Rollins, she
was a member of Kappa Kappa
Gamma, a varsity tennis player, and an
Algernon Sydney Sullivan Scholar. She
also earned a master’s degree from
Michigan State University. Tinkie is
survived by her brother, William K.
Caler, Jr. ’67.

F A C U LT Y
Dr. W. David Robbins, professor of
business administration in the 1950s,
died in fall 2005 (see p. 46).
Dr. Herbert E. Hellwege, professor
emeritus of chemistry and Archibald
Granville Bush Professor Emeritus of
Science, who taught at Rollins from
1953-1985, died November 16, 2005
(see p. 47).

FRIEND

Homecoming 2005 Class Photos

Dorothy “Bibby”
Levine Alfond,
wife of former
Rollins trustee
Harold Alfond
’97H, died in
Waterville, ME
on December 31,
2005. A native of Waterville, she attended
Colby College and graduated from Lesley
College in Cambridge, MA. Bibby and Harold
were married on August 5, 1943 and lived in
Norridgewock, MA, where Harold launched
his career as a leading shoe manufacturer. They
later returned to Waterville, where they resided
until 1993. Mrs. Alfond served on many
community boards, including those of The
Maine Children’s Home for Little Wanderers
and the Holocaust Human Rights Center of
Maine. According to an obituary in the
Kennebec Journal, “Her children’s schools and
scores of other schools and charitable institutions
throughout the state of Maine were all beneficiaries of her personal charm; her wise counsel;
her quiet, compassionate leadership; and the
Alfonds’ financial generosity.” Bibby is survived
by her husband, Harold; son Ted ’68 and his
wife, Barabara Lawrence ’68; daughter Susan;
son Bill and his wife, Joan; son Peter ’75; 13
grandchildren; and 15 great-grandchildren.
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CLASS NEWS POLICIES
While we attempt to include as
many submissions as possible in the
Class News section, news items
are limited to 50 words due to
space restraints. Please provide all
digital photos as high-resolution
(300 dpi) jpg images. We accept
prints, but they will not be returned.
Since the magazine is published only
three times a year, news items may
not appear for six to nine months
from the date of submission. To
ensure accuracy, personal news will
be printed in the magazine only if it is
received directly from the person
who is the subject of the news, or if
it is received in the form of a news
clipping or press release. News of a
deceased alumnus must be accompanied by an obituary. Rollins
reserves all editorial rights and
final decisions for inclusion of Class
News items.
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Tribute to

Dr. David Robbins
A former student reflects on his first teacher at Rollins
Dr. W. David Robbins, “Dean Robbins,” whose intelligence,
warm personality, enthusiasm, provocative and penetrating
teaching style, and talents infiltrated and influenced thousands of
students over a career span of over 50 years, died April 16, 2005
in Richmond, Virginia.
Born in Farmington, Missouri in 1923, Dr. Robbins began his
teaching career at Rollins in 1952, which was also my freshman
year. Fortunately, I had signed up for his marketing course. His
classes were small, perhaps 12 students; however, within the first
hour, each of us felt his energy and we were all impressed with his
innovating and demanding teaching style. Fifty years later, I still
remember our first assignment—which was to come in the following day with a new item, a product that did not exist in the marketplace. Later that evening, after I had come up with a blockbuster
idea, I was so excited I could not sleep—because I knew the
following morning I would: A) knock the socks off Dr. Robbins, B)
assure myself an A for the semester, C) intimidate the rest of the
class with my brilliant idea, and D) make myself a millionaire.
Unfortunately, disaster struck the following morning when my
classmates, after having heard my dissertation, had trouble
controlling their laughter. My idea was to create a toothpaste with
10 different flavors in every tube, prompting each child to run to
the bathroom to brush their teeth every morning to see what
flavor they would be getting. At the end of the class, Dr. Robbins
suggested to me, tongue in cheek, that maybe my idea was 10 to
20 years ahead of its time.
During our summer break, in my sophomore year, I went to Fort
Worth, Texas to work for Dr. Robbins selling cemetery plots in a
Perpetual Care Cemetery he had purchased with a partner. After
three weeks of extremely limited sales conversions, I changed
professions and became a gravedigger, working side by side with
David Robbins. Over the course of the summer, he and I spent
hundreds of hours discussing every topic under the sun, from
religion to basketball. However, there was a central theme that crept
into many of our conversations: “Spray, damn it, listen to me,” he
would say. “In a man’s life, he could count his true friends on the
fingers of one hand, and if he holds two or three of those dear, he
is a lucky man.”
After just four years at Rollins, Dr. Robbins secured a position
at the Harvard Graduate School of Business. After Harvard, he
and his wife, Ruth, made their last move—to Richmond, Virginia,
where Dr. Robbins became dean of the E. Claiborne Robins
School of Business at the University of Richmond. He held that
position for 17 years and continued to teach graduate courses
there after his retirement. Throughout those years, Dr. Robbins
became my most important adviser and agreed to sit on at least
10 boards of small public companies in which I had acquired an
interest. He never said no to me when I requested his help, and
I don’t remember his ever missing a board meeting. When he
came up from Virginia, he would always stay with us at our
home. He spent many hours with my wife and children and
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became so friendly with my father that
he referred to him as “Pop.”
Perhaps my favorite David Robbins
story is of an event that took place in
the late ’70s. I was CEO of Tuck Tape,
a small pressure sensitive tape
company in New Rochelle, New York.
Dr. Robbins was on our board of
directors and very involved with the
company on a weekly basis. I had set
up a business trip to Hong Kong with
my sales manager to try and expand
our business in that area. I called David to say goodbye and told
him I would call him upon my return. Five days later, my sales
manager and I were sitting in our beautiful suite at Peninsula Hotel
bemoaning our lack of success. It was 6:30 in the evening, there
was a knock on our door, and a few seconds later, there was David
Robbins, looking like Willie Lohman with a large suitcase in each
hand and a broad smile on his face, slightly yelling, “Sprayregen,
what the hell are we doing in Hong Kong?”
That was David—the most unpredictable man in the whole
world and one of the most lovable. There is a P.S. to this story:
Thanks to David’s contacts with his former students in the Hong
Kong area, our trip was transformed into a huge success.
I will always be grateful for this lifelong friendship that began
at Rollins.—Gerald Sprayregen ’56

Class of ’55 Loses Gentle Friend
Ross A. Fleischmann (1933-2005)
In the Commemorative 50th Anniversary Book of the Class of
1955, Ross Fleischmann wrote that he had been looking forward
to 2005 for three reasons: the birth of his first grandson, his son’s
marriage, and his 50th class reunion. Sadly, he was unable to
attend the Homecoming gathering he helped to plan, but he did
enjoy precious time with the new members of his family before his
death on November 22, 2005.
Fleischmann claimed he first came to Rollins to get out of the
cold. Not only did the Minnesota native find sunshine and warm
lake breezes in Winter Park, he also gained experience that would
launch his career. After serving as feature editor of The Sandspur
and business manager of The Tomokan, Fleischmann took his
psychology degree and commenced writing and editing a newspaper for the Western Electric division of AT&T. Service in the U.S.
Coast Guard and return to Western Electric were followed by a
move to Western Union Telegraph, where college recruiting was
added to his portfolio, providing an entrée to human resource management. In 1971, he joined the U.S. Postal Service, working as

By Amy C. Rippel, Sentinel Staff Writer
November 21, 2005
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Rollins scientist Herbert Hellwege served as role model for students

Herbert Hellwege never stopped teaching.
During his more than 30-year tenure at
Rollins College, Hellwege, a chemistry professor, introduced courses, helped start the
soccer team, and was awarded the National
Science Foundation Faculty post-doctoral
fellowship, among other accomplishments.
When he retired in 1985, Hellwege didn’t
slow down. Clock repair caught his attention,
so he took a vocational-technical class. He
became so skilled at the trade that he taught
clock repair himself.
Hellwege died November 16, 2005. He
was 84.
Family members said he never stopped
learning and teaching. “From my perspective,
he was a man of high integrity,” his son, Roy
Hellwege, 46, of St. Petersburg said.
Born in Germany, Hellwege came to the
United States after earning his doctorate in 1953. Within a year, he
was recruited to teach at Rollins. While there, he became a diplomate
of the American Board of Bioanalysts. He taught and did chemical

research at the University of Gothenburg in
Sweden. He held the Archibald Granville
Bush Chair of Science. He was awarded the
Arthur Vining Davis Award in 1971. The
award is given to those who, among other
things, are outstanding teachers and advisers.
Hellwege’s wife, Lydia Broschart, said her
husband was a role model to countless
students. Roy Hellwege said students who
had graduated 20 years earlier would stop by
the Hellwege household to visit their favorite
professor. “He was available for anyone who
would approach him,” Lydia Broschart said.
In his retirement, Hellwege traveled, took
tai chi classes, and gardened. He cared for
his ailing first wife, Frieda Anna Katharina
Hellwege, who died in 1998, his son said.
He enjoyed worked with his hands and
excelled at it. “He loved to tinker with equipment,” Roy Hellwege said. “To this day,
people were bringing him complex clocks
to repair.”
Hellwege is also survived by son Herfried S. Hellwege and four
grandchildren.
—Reprinted by permission of the Orlando Sentinel

Photo: Three generations of Fleischmanns—Ross,
grandson Alexander Jason, and daughter Sally

district director of employee and labor relations, retiring in 1999. His
final assignment was in Oklahoma City, where he helped to swiftly
restore operation of the post office following the tragic 1995 bombing.
“The great joy of his life was his wife, Jean, and his children,
Sally and Dana,” said David S. Jaffray Jr. ’55. In addition to his
devotion to his family, Fleischmann was a dedicated alumnus and a
passionate book collector, donating two of his collections to Rollins’
Olin Library. He served three terms as a member of the Alumni

Association Board of Directors and actively recruited students,
including his daughter, Sally Fleischmann Joyner ’95 ’00MA.
“From the time I was two or three years old, I heard I was going to
Rollins,” she said. “Rollins was a huge part of his life.”
Joyner also noted how her father kept in touch with his Rollins
friends. Sigma Nu fraternity brother Norman C. Gross ’56 concurred:
“If you were a friend of Ross, you were a friend for life.” Gross
recalled how Fleischmann decided he wanted to learn to row when
he came to Rollins. Demonstrating the good-natured persistence that
typified everything Fleischmann undertook, he ultimately joined Gross
as a member of the varsity crew. Fifty years later, he persuaded
Gross to attend the Class of ’55 reunion, even though it wasn’t his
class year!
“Ross was a gentle and caring person. I always felt better after
talking to him,” said classmate Jaffray. “I have lost a good friend and
Rollins, a faithful son.” Many in the Rollins community share Jaffray’s
sentiment, remembering Ross Fleischmann as a very special person,
for he made each of us feel special.
—Lorrie Kyle Ramey ’70
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REGIONAL EVENTS

NEW YORK CITY

A T L A N TA

Tri-state-area alumni gathered in September with 24 New York City Arts
Exploration participants for an alumni reception at the Ritz-Carlton New York,
Central Park. Many thanks to the host committee members: Brendan Contant
’89, Andrea Scudder Evans ’68, Asunta D’Urso Fleming ’81, Beth Lincks ’75,
Ryan Saniuk ’94, Allison Hug Schuringa ’92, and Darren Schuringa ’93MBA.

Atlanta-area alumni gathered in December for a holiday reception at the
Cherokee Town Club. Thanks to the host committee members: Pete Bok ’92,
Ed Danowitz ’75, Ray Fannon ’82, Cara Ginsberg Lubin ’00, Angela
Alexander Matthews ’00MACCT, Raanan Pritzker ’95 ’98MBA, David
Stromquist ’80, and Heidi Tauscher ’82.

(l-r) Caroline Strong ’92, Marcos
Stafne ’99, Dr. Joe Nassif, and Nicole
Abisinio ’99

(l-r) 2. Mike Davino ’77 and
Ed Danowitz ’75

(l-r) Pete Bok ’92, Tiffany Bok, Nicole Berg Carter
’94, Robert Carter, and Mike Gregory ’92
(l-r) Lou Armesto, Mark
Armesto ’92, and Katie
Robbins Cathcart ’81

(l-r) 3. Lisa Steinfeld ’01, Jill Franklin ’03, and
Kristina Fuller ’05

CENTRAL FLORIDA

(l-r) Brendan Contant ’89, Andrea
Scudder Evans ’68, and Asunta
D’Urso Fleming ’81

Central Florida alumni joined University of Miami, Vanderbilt University,
and Auburn University alumni on November 10th for an evening of networking at the Westin Grand Bohemian Hotel.

(l-r) Taylor ’72 and Rita
Metcalfe

On December 4th Central Florida alumni visited the Alumni House for a
holiday reception before the annual Christmas Vespers service.

Central Florida alumni and their families gathered at the
Alumni House for the 5th Annual Pre-Halloween Howl Party
in October. After the festivities, which included decorating a
trick-or-treating bag and eating treats, alumni headed over to
the Halloween Howl activities on Mills Lawn.

(l-r) Jennifer Hosford
Johannesmeyer ’92 with
daughter Wiley
(l-r) Iris and Jose Fernandez ’92
with sons Jose and Sammy
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(l-r) Kim Tayrien Wilkes ’89 with sons Van and Wyatt and
Tori Mutch Eurton ’86 with son Will and daughter Carli

To view more regional event photos, visit:
www.rollins.edu/alumni/events

A penny for
your thoughts

Participate in the Rollins Image Study and help
your alma mater’s prestige continue to grow!

Rollins College is currently conducting a study of image perceptions among a variety of
members of the Rollins community. We want to hear your thoughts. To take the survey,
go online to the address below and click the link “Take Rollins Image Study.” The web
location of the survey will be open only through the end of February, so please go online
soon! Results will be reviewed in a future issue of the Rollins Alumni Record.

GO TO: www.rollins.edu/alumni/survey
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